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Abstrøct

Nearly all theoretical models of Dynamic Electrostatic Force Microscopy (DEFM) probes

rely on a simple cantilever based model, with a point load at the end, to predict the

mechanical behavior of the probe. These simple models ignore the effects of the

presence of multiple conductors and their resultant loading along the length of the entire

probe structure. In this thesis, a coupled electrostatic-mechanical analysis is performed

on typical DEFM probes which are in the vicinity of multiple charged conductors.

The coupling of the electrostatic and mechanical equations describing the probe is

achieved using a formulated Force Profile Matrix. An invariance of force with an

instantaneous deflection and a quasi-electrostatic model of the cantilever is assumed.

This method includes the effect of distributed forces on the probe contributed from every

conductor in the system. A sirnulator is developed that implements the formulated

methods.

From the simulations, it has been shown that the effects of higher order flexural modes

can be ignored when operating at the fundamental resonance. It has also been shown that

the Point Loaded Model and the Tip Only Model may not always be valid depending on

the conditions of the experiment. From additional investigations, it is estimated that the

cantilever's force gradient to spring constant ratio is small. This suggests that the force

gradient information may be used by an equation formulated in this thesis to obtain more

accurate results. High frequency vector voltage experimental measurements were

performed at 30 GHz for quantitative comparisons and results show that certain high

frequency effects remain unaccounted for.
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Chapter I : Introduction

Chøpter 1: Introduction

1.1 Introduction to SPM ønd EFM

Scanning Probe Microscopy (SPM) is a technique that was introduced in the form of

Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) in March of 1981 at IBM, Rüschlikon by H.

Rohrer and G. Binnig. Most forms of SPM use small micro-machined cantilevers that are

used in contact mode to image sub-micron features on a device. A SEM image of a

typical cantilever is given in Figure 1.

Figure l: SEM image of a typical micro-machined cantilever

This technique can be extended to a non-contact mode of operation using long range

electro-magnetic forces to excite the cantilever instead of mechanical forces. When the

cantilever is designed to interact and respond to electric forces, the technique is called

Electrostatic Force Microscopy (EFM). In each case, the deflection of the cantilever as a

function of time and space allows one to extract characteristics of the sample. Therefore

a good model of the cantilever is essential for determining how the cantilever will behave

under the specified experimental conditions. Various simple analytical models for the

cantilever have been used in literature, however there is no complete coupled

electrostatic-mechanical analysis. Therefore in this thesis, a very detailed model of the

cantilever is derived and a simulator is developed to thoroughly study the behaviour of
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EFM probes.

1.2 Thesis Outlìne

The introduction contains a brief description of the goal of this research and a description

of EFM. In Chapter 2, the following anal¡ical cantilever models are presented and

described: the arbitrary loaded cantilever, uniformly loaded cantilever, pointed loaded

cantilever, tip-mass equivalent model, and the spring loaded cantilever. Each of these

analyical models will include the derivation and any informative comparisons with the

other models. The spring loaded cantilever section describes how to accommodate a

force gradient at the tip of the cantilever. In Chapter 3, the electrostatic force on an

energized probe in the presence of a system of conductors is developed. In addition, it is

explained how the coupling of the electrostatic and mechanical equations is handled. In

Chapter 4, the electrostatic analysis of the conductors is performed with Poisson's

Integral Equation which gives the charge distribution given the properties of each

conductor, namely its geometry and the voltage. The Method of Moments (MoM) is

introduced, which is a mathematical technique that can be used to solve Poisson's

Integral Equation. This is followed by a discretized formulation that is suitable for

implementation on a computer.

Armed with the MoM, a generic field solver to solve multi-conductor electrostatic

problems presented in Chapter 5. A discussion of how the cantilever geometry is handled

and the data structures used to keep track of the discretized structure. The procedure

taken to generate the impedance matrix from which the solution of the electric field

problem is obtained is described in detail. Given the solution provided by the MoM, it is
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shown how to obtain parameters of interest such as the capacitance, forces on the

structure, and force gradients. To show the validity of the numerical results, comparisons

are done against known canonical formulas. It is also explained how the electrostatic

results are used to obtain the mechanical response of the system for each vibration mode.

In Chapter 6, experimental and simulation results are presented on simple devices

operating at 30 GHz. First, the EFM vector voltage measurement technique is explained

from the theory. Following this, the construction of a 25 to 40 GHz bandwidth non-

contact EFM probe that is used to perform the measurements is described. The

experimental measurements performed include the coupling between the circuit and the

probe and the transverse vector voltage measurements between the circuit and the probe.

Many simulations are provided to compare against the experimental results as well as to

investigate the effects of simplification of the cantilever model.

The conclusion summaries the major important results of this thesis. It also discusses the

considerations that can be taken in the future: items that were deemed applicable to this

thesis but not analyzed in detail due to a lack of time.

1.3 Generøl Description of EFM

To better facilitate the reader who is unfarniliar with EFM, this section will attempt to

describe how this scanning method works, its principles of operation, and typical

methods employed to conduct measurements. In addition, this section will discuss the

general problem when dealing with EFM and the variables and quantities of interest that
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need to be solved for. A literature review of the current developments in this field is then

presented.

Normally, EFM utilizes a micro-machined cantilever that is coated with a thin layer of

conductive metal. This cantilever is mounted on a probe station that allows for precise

positioning of the probe tip via a micrometer and a piezoelectric positioner. The probe

tip is brought into close proximity (several hundred nanometers) to the point of interest

which is typically a signal line on an integrated circuit. Referring to Figure 2, a user

controlled voltage is applied to the probe (V) and the inputs (V¡) to the device under test

(DUr).

??

,,=++lu, -.',,"G,r)]'

nz = n(a)r-(ot)

44u'
Figure 2: The EFM Probe

The localized capacitance (Co) and the charge induced between the DUT and the probe

results in an electrostatic force on the probe (4) which causes the cantilever to deflect by

Az from its equilibrium position 112]. This deflection is a function of the forces induced

and the mechanical response of the cantilever, H(a). The deflection of the cantilever in

the z direction is referred to as a flexural mode of vibration while a twisting of the

cantilever along the bearn is called a torsional mode of vibration. An optical method such

as a laser beam bounce system (as shown in Figure 2) or an interferometer can be used to
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measure the deflection of the cantilever with nanometer scale sensitivity. This allows one

to indirectly determine the desired vector voltage (V") atthe tip of the cantilever.

1.4 Líterature Review

Substantial effort has already been contributed to determine the behaviour of cantilevers

used in Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). The effects of thermal vibration as a source of

noise during the scanning of a sample is analyzed in [1]. Analysis of cantilever

vibrations in contact mode of operation is described in 12] and Van der Waals forces

between the device and the probe is described in [3]. The analysis in [3] concluded that

for tip to sample distances larger than 10 nm, the capacitive electrostatic forces dominate

over Van der Waals forces. Throughout this thesis, the probe to sample distance was

always maintained larger than 250 nm, so this additional short range force was deerned to

be insignificant. In the study of the limits of the minimum detectable force, it was shown

that the force sensitivity cannot be increased by using the second eigenmode because the

quality factor of the second mode is srnaller than the first l4]. Another group has

demonstrated that not only can flexural modes of a cantilever be used for detection, but

torsional modes may be used as well. These torsional modes provide higher quality

factors as compared to the flexural modes 15].

Quantitative and qualitative studies of the effect of the geometry of the probe on the

accuracy of the rneasurelnent were also investigated in [6][7]18]. Approaches to model

the cantilever are numerous. Some of the models include: parallel plate capacitor,2D

wedge over plane (using conformal mapping) l9], sphere on a plane, confocal

hyperboloids l8], uniformly charged line model, and a canonical tip over a plane [7].
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However, in each case the entire structure of the probe, the tip, cantilever beam, and the

supporting die are not modeled together. The method presented in this thesis does take

each element into account together through a numerical approach. The importance of the

beam and the supporting die in the model is to be investigated in this thesis. In reality, if

the numerical approach is capable of producing the required results, there is little need to

resort to pure analytical methods.

Research groups most actively involved with high speed EFM include groups from the

University of Manitobafl0] and from Gerhard-Mercator-Universitat in Duisburg,

Germany [9]. Both groups have demonstrated a capability of measuring circuits

operating at over 10 GHz. In this thesis we provide EFM rneasurements between 25-40

GHz. Other areas of development is the Dynamic-mode EFM (DEFM) 111], where force

gradients are used to enhance suppression of the effects of the cantilever on the

measurements, thus increasing the spatial resolution. The enhancement to the spatial

resolution due to force gradient is investigated in this thesis.

1.5 Thesis Objective

In a multi-conductor system, the EFM probe interacts with each and every conductor

producing a total response that is a function of the circuit voltages on each conductor. A

model of this is shown in Figure 3.
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Øt 
'(u)

v,(')

Figure 3: Model of the multi-conductor system in EFM

It is desired to find an accurate relationship between the voltages on each conductor and

the deflection of the cantilever as a function of space and time. The work in this thesis

investigates this by considering a coupled Electrostatic-Mechanical set of equations in a

multi-conductor system. Given the specification of an EFM probe and a device to be

measured, a numerical approach was developed that encompasses the coupled

Electrostatic-Mechanical equations that reproduces the conditions and results of a

similarly conhgured physical experiment. From this generalized model, the effects of

common simplifications of the rnodel (such as point loaded model or considering only the

fundamental rnode) on the validity of the f,rnal results are to be investigated.
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Chapter 2: Mechønicøl Models of ø Loøded Cuntilever

2.1 Overview

In this chapter, various analytical mechanical cantilever models are presented using

classical beam theory. These models are the standard ones used for general EFM

analysis and their derivations can be found in many standard textbooksf12]. Since these

models are very important to the scope of this research, each one is derived and discussed

in detail. They will be important because later comparisons will relate back to the results

of some of these models.

Each rnodel in the subsections of this chapter assume known forces acting on the

cantilever beam. The origin of the forces in EFM are electrostatic forces. However, for

the sake of generality, the forces are considered to be independent of the sources.

Chapter 4, the Electrostatic Analysis of the EFM Probe, will discuss the how these forces

are obtained for an arbitrary shaped EFM probe located in a multi-conductor system.

In SPM, the probe is usually several hundred microns long and several tens of microns

wide. Typical dimensions of this structure is given in Figure 4.

+ | t=350pn¡ 

-)

Right Side

I

¡-v
I

i ,,.on,

w=35pnt

I

n:tuntl

Figure 4: Dimensions of the cantilever
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The cross section of a typical cantilever is shown in Figure 5.

Metal Coating
t=25nm

Figure 5: Cross section of a cantilever beam

The SPM probe is a micro-machined structure that is normally made from a silicon

substrate. Furthermore to make it conductive for use in EFM, it is coated with a thin

layer of metal such as ditungsten carbide (W2C) which also has the physical property of

being very hard. Silicon has an Young's Modulus (Ð of between 163 to 188 GPa[13]

while the Young's Modulus for WzC is estimated to be approximately 500 GPa (for V/C,

E:ll0 GPa, for W, E:4I1 GPa). The Young's Modulus is a rnaterial property that is a

measure the stiffness (or elasticity) of the material. The thin coating of metal is only

about 25 nm in thickness which results in 5o/o of the entire thickness of the beam[l4].

However, based on the datasheets provided by MikroMasch, the minimum and maximum

range for the spring constant of their cantilevers do not change with the metallization

suggesting that the coating doesn't effect the effective Young's Modulus of the cantilever

by a significant amount.

In general, the tirne varying forces acting on the probe can be any distributed force in the

x, y, and z directions. Since only the z deflection of the cantilever is of interest, we only

need to concern ourselves with the z component of the force in the local coordinate
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system of the probe. Electrostatic forces along the x direction will not produce any

detectable amount of stretching of the beam due to the high Young's Modulus of the

cantilever. For example, a I nN force along the x direction the cantilever shown in

Figure 4 produces a change in length LL xIx 10-" m . Forces along the y direction excite

torsional modes of vibration, but these are ignored in this thesis. Given the probe's

mechanical structure, we model it as a two dimensional beam with a mass at the end.

This structure is known as a cantilever and is shown in Figure 6.

+z

Figure 6: The general mechanical model of the SPM probe

First we will consider the rnodel with the beam only (with M:0) and then follow up with

a non-zero lrass an the end.

2.2 General Description ønd Chørøcteristics of a Cantilever

A cantilever is a mechanical beam structure that has one end fixed and the other end free.

To simpli$r the representation of the cantilever, we typically draw only its cross section

as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: The basic rectangular cantilever

+z

F,(x,t)

10
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The length of the cantilever is denoted as Z. Here we are interested in the deflection

z(x,t). Mathematically we can express the fact that the cantilever has one end fixed and

the other end free as follows:

a) z(0):0 = No deflection at fixed end

Ð #= 0 => No slope at fixed end

Ò !#= o = No utrvature at free end

Ð #= o = No shear force at free end

(l)

The expressions in Equation I are the boundary conditions for the cantilever. The

mechanical construction of the cantilever affects its deflection properties. This can be

quantified using two mechanical properties, the area moment of inertia, 1, and the

Modulus of Elasticity (or Young's Modulus), E. The area moment of inertia (for

deflections in z) is a function of the geometry of the cantilever and it is given by

I(*)= l"ad l*^1,
A

where I is the area of the cross section.

section it can be readily shown that

Referring to Figure 8, for a rectangular cross

Figure 8: Cross section of a rectangular cantilever

(2)

11
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,r/ h,/ h/
/2 /2 /1 a /r\j

I='i'ir'aray=2r'lr'dr=?Y(!\' =+ l*'l (3)
_u.,/ _tt/ ¿ 3 \2) 12 L" J-

For example, with a w :35 ¡rm and h:l pm we get I : 2.92xI0-24 ma .

2.3 lYon-Uniþrmly Loøded Cøntilever Beam

In general, we would like to solve the mechanical response of the cantilever when the

load is non-unifotm. We call this situation a Non-uniformly Loaded Cantilever Beam as

shown in Figure 9.

*G)f Q)

Figure 9: Non-Uniformly Loaded Cantilever

In general, the force acting on the cantilever can be time dependent, expressed as:

F(,,r)= *Q)y(t)

X

-)

(4)

Analysis of the static deflection assume that the forcing function is constant with time

,F(r,t)=*(r), whereas the dynamic deflection analysis assurne time dependence. This

particular model is very irnportant because it is used in the simulation of the cantilever in

later chapters. It main advantage is that it handles arbitrary loads on the cantilever beam.

Also note that this section contains background material and fundamental derivations that

will be referenced in later sections within this chapter.

F(,,r

12



Chapter 2:Mechanical Models of a Loaded Cantilever

2.3.1 Static Cantilever Deflection

By the conservation of moments, we get the following expression for the mechanical

moment at any point along the beam:

u(*)= -Jr("')þ' - rfdr' W .*1,

where w(x) is the force per unit length along the cantilever beam. To solve for the

deflection, we use the following expression which is derived from The Engineer's Theory

of Bending [12] under the assumption of small deflection angles. This expression relates

the moment with deflection as follows

(s)

s2-
M(r)= IE=.

ax

,(x)= 
ErL IIM(,þxdx = * tflú.,)|,,- ,ld,'d*d* 1,,1. (7)

(6)

Combining Equations 5 and 6 and assuming that I and E are not functions of x, we rnay

integrate twice with respect to x to obtain

For an arbitrary load, it is required to solve for the deflection numerically. However, for

specialized cases, this equation may be solved analytically as shown in later sections.

2.3.2 Dynamic Cantilever Deflection

The major problern with the results of Section 2.3.1 is that it cannot handle the case

where the applied force is time-dependent. In order to obtain a solution to the dynarnic

deflection of the cantilever as a function of frequency, we describe the problem using a

differential equation. This differential equation, when solved, gives a general solution

that includes an infinite set of flexural vibration modes. The partial differential equation

13
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(PDE) for the beam deflection z(x,t) is obtained from the conservation of forces in the

system [16]:

where E lN/m2) is Young's Modulus, I l*'l is the area moment of inertia, p lkg/m3l is the

material density, ç l*tl is the cross sectional area, and p lkg/(m.s)l is the damping

coeffrcient. Equation 8 is a partial differential equation that is solved using separation of

variables, namely the spatial variable x and the time variable /. First, the homogenous

equation is considered:

EI +* pa+ * p+ = F(x,r) lw r *1,
ox ot ot

lntrinsic Stress lnertial Damping External Force

Force Force Force

EI** pa** B*=0.ôx Òt- dt

EI X(o) 
=- 

p T', _7" _ ,r,pO X pAr T

(e)

(8)

(10)

(r2)

If we assume that z(x,t) can be separated as z(x¡):X(x)T(t) then we substitute this into

Equation 9 to obtain:

EIXG)T + pÇ)XT" + pXT'=0.

Separating the variables, we get:

(i 1)

where c'¡ is a positive constant representing the eigenvalues of the system. The ordinary

differential equation (ODE) corresponding to the spatial variable is

XG\ - Kt X = o, where Ko =
dtt pQ

where rc is introduced for notational convenience. The general solution [16] of Equation

12 is

t4



Chapter 2: Mechanical Models of a Loaded Cantilever

x (t) = A' (cos rc x + cosh rx) + B'(cos nx - cosh rx)
+ C'(sinrx + sinh rcx)+ D'(sinnx - sinhrx)

Applying boundary conditions of Equation 1, we obtain a transcendental equation

gives the eigenvalues of the equation.

cosrcLcoshrZ+1=0.

The first five solutions to the equation are:

T, = K,L = {t . azs rc41, 4.69409 1 t, 1 .g547 57 4, r0.99 5 540i, 1 4.137 r 6g4,. . .\ .

The eigenfunctions corresponding to the above eigenvalues of the PDE are:

X,,(r)= cosh 4,.x - cos lr,ï - q9s ¡c,x t cglh K,,x 
(sin r,,x - sinh 4,x) .

sln Knx + slnn K,r.x

For reference, a plot of the frrst four eigenfunctions are shown in Figure 10.

( 13)

that

(14)

(1s)

(i6)

2

1.5

1

0.5

8ox
-0.5

-1

-1.5

-2

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

Normalized Position (x/L)

Figure 10: Eigenfunctions for the simple cantilever

Each eigenfunction corresponds to a different mode of excitation. Furthermore, these

eigenfunctions are orthogonal; more specifically:

t, lt forn=m
J*,,*.0*=Io "forn+m

15
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Performing eigenfunction expansion on the original PDE and applying the above

orthogonality relations produces the following ODE describing the time dependent

motion of the cantilever.

,,, * Lr, + c,),,,27 - I îr(".r\x ("V, =R,,,(r). (1s)' 6>' '-nl' L6)J' t^,')'\n\ F

Performing a Complex Fourier Transform on the above ODE, we obtain the following

solution in the frequency domain:

f,,,(r) = Ê.,,,(at)Ê ,,,(r) =
R,,r(')

- a¡' - i-Es
6)

where,

Ê,,,(')= n,,(r)= 
JR,,, Q)n-'^ at . (20)

Therefore, the general solution of the vibration of the cantilever in the frequency domain

is the superposition of the response frorn each mode:

(1 e)
[,
l"

And the tirne domain response is given by the inverse complex Fourier transform:

z(x, )= =' {å o,G)r,@Ù : L *,,(,)}Tt,,{r)ei,u, d c,) =t x,,(*)r,,G) . (22)

Now that we have developed this generalized result, we may apply it to our initial

problem of a non-uniform distributed force on the cantilever. For a non-unifonn forcing

function at a single fi'equency, we have:

2 (x, at) = | x,,(*)r,,(a:) .

n=1

F(x,)= w(x)ei'u"

t6

(2r)

(23)
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Using Equation 19 and Equation 20,the mode response is:

7,,(r)=
tælrî,-c,)=-'#l

(24)

Notice that the transfer function is scaled by the inner product of the forcing profile w(x)

with the mode of interest,T,,. A plot of a typical amplitude response for a cantilever is

shown (for mode 1) in Figure I 1.

1.2

1

3 o.e

s
o
E 0.6
o
[t
&. o.t

0.2

0

5 10 't5 20

Frequency (kHz)

Figure 11: The Frequency response for mode rz:1

was generated with the following parameters used for a silicon cantileverThis plot

[l2l.1al:

. Width:

. Length:

. Height:

. Mass density:

. Young's Modulus

. Area Moment of Inertia

. Dampingfactor
(assuming Q:30)

w:35 pm
I : 350 ¡tm
h: I pm
p : 2330 kg/m3

E: I8O GPA
I:2.92 x l0-2a ma

þ :98.9 pkg/(m's)

l7
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The point of resonance occurs when the amplitude response

expression for the resonant frequency is:

\f,,,@)l is maximized. The

(2s)

Notice that with no damping, the resonant frequency is equal to the mode frequency.

When losses exists, the damping causes the resonant frequency to shift down slightly. In

the above example, the mode frequency is calculated to be: frtt 5905 kHz, and the

resonant frequency is calculated to be .ft,:11.5897 kHz giving a 0.001% error between

the two. The "sharpness" of the peak in the amplitude response is determined by the

Quality Factor, which can be shown to bell 8]:

Q,, =
0,,rPQ

2p
(26)

In the above example, the Q: 30, which a typical value when the SPM probe is operating

in ambient conditions (air). When operating in a vacuum , the Q may easily reach several

thousand. When the frequency of the forcing function is set to Øf =0, then the

amplitude of the deflection of the cantilever can be shown to be exactly that of the static

deflection model in Section 2.5.1.

2.4 (Inifurmly Loøded Cøntilever Beam

When there is a unifotm distributed force on the cantilever, it is described as a Uniformly

Loaded Cantilever Beam and is shown in Figure 12. This model is often used to set a

bound to the minimum observable deflection.

_p'
2ptç¿'

18
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Figure 12: Uniformly Loaded Cantilever

The following two subsections will describe the static and dynamic deflection model.

The derivations are similar to that performed in Section 2.5 therefore only the differences

will be noted.

2.4.1 Static Deflection Model

The derivation of the following equations are done through straight forward mechanics.

we denote the uniform force on the cantilever as r(x) = wo2 |-{-l Therefore, we may' L*l
obtain an expression for the moment at any point along the cantilever using the

conservation of moments. The derived expression is:

Using the Engineering Theory of Bending (Equation 6), and assuming EI to be constant

(since the beam has a uniform cross section along most of its length), we get:

m (*) = -+lt' - 2Lx + x'1. (27)

,(x)= * ilrf,Vxdx = # ¡ ¡f, -2Lx + x'þ,d, = #l+ +. i. c,. D]

Applying the boundary conditions 1a and lb and simplifying we obtain:

2

,(x)= 
=Y!,lat - 

4Lx* "'].24EI

(28)

T9

(2e)
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Therefore the deflection at the end of the cantilever is

z(x = L)= ,ot
8EI

The effective spring constant for this force distribution becomes:

f,,,(')=

2.4,2 Dynamic Deflection Model

The partial differential equation describing the Uniformly Loaded Cantilever is the same

as that of Equation 8. However, the forcing function is now:

F(x,t)= X(r).rQ)= v)oei'ul . (32)

In this case, the solution of the PDE produces the same set of eigenvalues and

eigenfunctions listed in Section 2.3. Taking the eigenfunction expansion of the forcing

function we obtain the following ODE:

. 881 [Nlk=-- ^ l-1.t lm)

T"+ þ T'-ú)...'7 
L

pa ttt = 
[x 'a* 'ffi"i'" '

Once again, we use Equation 20 to getthe mode response:

L

zn6(o - ,r)lx,,,d*..0

(3 1)

(30)

(33)

tñlú.-0)'-#l
(34)

Note that in Equation 34, the amplitude response is effectively scaled by the average

value of the vibration mode of interest. Therefore higher order modes are quickly

dampened due to the more symmetric shape of the eigenfunction about the axis.

20
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2.5 Point Louded Cantilever Beøm

Ifall the forces on the cantilever beam are concentrated on a single point on a cantilever,

then this is described as a Point Loaded Cantilever. This is shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13: Point Loaded Cantilever

This section is broken down into two subsections, namely the analysis of the static and

dynamic deflections.

2.5.1 Static Deflection Analysis

Here, a point load F (constant) is exerted at a point x = a along the cantilever. The

moment at any point less than x = a along the cantilever due to this force is:

u(r)=F.(o-r) , o1x<a

Using Equation 7,we get an expression for deflection:

(3s)

,(*) = # I I*r,þxdx = rtlo=l + . +)* c* * n)1, (36)

where the constants C and D are found by applying the boundary conditions 1a and 1b

thus obtaining

/ \ Fxt( x ìzlxl= 

-l 
--+ a I\/ zEIl 3 )

(37)

If the force is applied at the very end of the cantilever, the deflection at that point will be

2l
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,(rt = !L( _L* ¿l =\ /ta=L 2EI\ 3 -)

Using the definition of spring constant as

. lrltf -t I'"-l=l'

we may identifu the spring constant of a point loaded cantilever as

FI:
3EI

(3 8)

(3e)

- 3Er [¡¿l
k=-------- l-1.T LmJ

2.5.2 Dynamic Deflection

In a point loaded system, the time harmonic forcing function is

F(x¡)= Fo6(x - oþ''" ,

where a is chosen to be at the very end of the cantllever a:L. Plugging this

Equation 18 we get:

pO
P r'-c....'T= ' 

tl

à[rî(x - a)ei'u'' x,,,(*Þ, = x,,(o) ffi"Ir,
l(! tr

(40)

(42)

(43)

(41)

into

F,
D1

Therefore the mode response is:

A / , 2r6(a-r,)X.(o)'r,T,,,la)=#' ut \* / 
ry>l ri, - c,)' - ú!1, 1,,, pç>]

Taking the magnitude of the above expression, we obtain a frequency response of the

system for each given mode, m. The point force that is applied scales the amplitude

response according to the value of the eigenfunction at that position. Since all

eigenfunctions of the solution have their maximum at x:L, then we get the largest

response when the force is applied at the very end of the cantilever. However, if we were

22
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to choose the point load to be applied at a node (also known as a null) of one of the

higher modes, then that mode will not be excited at all.

2.6 Tip Møss Eqaivulent Model

In both Section 2.3,2.4, and2.5 it was assumed that the beam has a constant cross section

and mass density along its length, thus allowing us to assume that E and I are constant.

However, in many cases there is a mass concentrated at the end of the cantilever. For an

EFM probe, this mass is the probe tip. A graphical model for this is shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14: Tip mass equivalent model

The following two subsections describe how to mathematically model this tip mass.

2.6.1 Static Deflection Model

The static deflection of a lumped mass at the end of the cantilever can be modeled a force

component due to gravity exerted at the location of the lurnped mass. However, this

contribution is so small that it becomes insignif,rcant when dealing with a micro-

machined cantilever. Furthermore, gravitational effects in general are very small and not

dealt with in any of the modeling. For example, if we assume the tip to be a right circular

cone with the following dimensions typical for a SPM probe, then we may calculate the

following values in Figure 15.

23
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r=7pm
z-(----------r

p = 2330 kq/m3 \-j ^s=9.8m/s' \ / |

\ / h=17umV+

v =!orrh =g.l2x to-16 l*t)J

m = pV =2.03x l0-r' Wgl

F = m8 =r.99 x 1o-rr t¡/]

Figure 15: Calculation of the typical tip mass

A gravitational force of 1.99x 10-11 N due to the lumped mass will cause the cantilever to

deflect approximately 0.5 nm at the tip end (using typical cantilever characteristics used

in this chapter). This is at least 10 times smaller than typical electrostatic forces acting

on the tip. If so desired, gravity effects along the cantilever beam can be modeled as a

distributed load, but once again this effect is small. For examp ie, a typical mass the of

entire cantilever beam (not including tip) is m¿:2.85x l}at kg. More important effects

are the inertial forces that come into play in the dynamic deflection model, as described

in the following section.

2.6.2 Dynamic Deflection Model

In this section, we deal with the lumped mass in two different ways. The first is an

approximation where we compare the eigenvalues of the cantilever model described in

section 2.5 with the eigenvalues of a 1-D spring lumped mass model. The second method

describes how to solve this problem by adjusting the boundary conditions of the PDE in

Equation 8.

In the first method, we start off by the equation for a simple 1-D spring-mass system:

m++kz=F(t),
dt-

(44)
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where misthe mass of the object, Èis the spring constant, and z is the deflection. The

eigenvalues of the above system are l=tj\Wn thus obtaining the following

homogenous solution:

,,,(t) = A cos(cot) + B sin(dtt),

fr/
where , = ,17*. To model the cantilever as a l-D spring-rnass system, the mass

quantity will be the contribution of the lumped mass at the end (m"), and the distributed

mass along the beam (m¿). This effective mass is the weighted sum of the two:

ffi"í=m"lKm,

(4s)

0u[ = (46)

(47)

(48)

where the scaling constant K, converts the distributed mass to a equivalent tip end mass.

The scaling constant K canbe derived from ro -'t:1, which is the expression for the
EI

eigenvalues for the PDE of Equation 8. Rewriting this to solve for or for the first mode,

we get:

0r=
y,o 3EI | _
3 EpQL

where y, is that of Equation 15. From the above equation, we identiff K as

K=+=0.2427
Tt

This relationship is useful for determining the resonant frequency of the cantilever due to

the introduction of a mass at the end of the cantilever for the frrst mode. The effective

eigenvalues (or eigenfrequency) can then be used in the previously derived mode

k/
/**

4,
Tt l{

T*, [:"]
I olma
LTt )
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response equations. Note that this is only valid for the Point Loaded Cantilever since the

assumed equation for the spring constant /r was Equation 40. The effect of the distributed

mass becomes less important for higher order modes, but to properly quantifli this we

resort to the second rnethod explained next.

The second, more general method that works for all modes, is to consider a change in the

boundary conditions of the original PDE due to the tip end mass. In this case the

boundary condition of Equation 1d would be changed [2] to:

From this, the PDE may be solved and the corresponding eigenvalues and eigenfunctions

determined (which is not derived in this thesis but is shown in l2l). Alternatively, we

could leave the boundary conditions intact, but modifu the PDE to account for a non-

constant E,I, andÇ):

14- ¡2- 
^-E(.)I(,)#* d-tu]#. P ar= 

F(x,t). (50)

This is a very general approach, but its solution is best solved nurnerically. Therefore,

this approach was not investigated fuither.

2.7 Spring Loøded Cantìlever Model

Going back to the equation of motion of the cantilever, we now generalize the forcing

function to be a function of z as well. This allows our model to accommodate changes of

the force along the beam depending on how much the beam is deflected.

(4e)

26
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Expanding the forcing function in a Taylor Series with respect to the z variable we get:

An approximation to the actual forcing function is performed by truncating the Taylor

Series, keeping only the hrst two terms:

(s2)

F (x,t, z) = F (x,r,0). qgÐ,
(53)

Here, the first term is the distributed force acting on the cantilever when it is non-

deflected position. The second term represents a force gradient along the length of the

beam. If we assume that the force gradient is largest at the end of the beam, then we can

model this force gradient by introducing a boundary condition on the free end of the

cantilever which acts like a spring. Figure 16 shows this model.

Figure 16: Spring Loaded Cantilever Model

The spring mounted at the tip of the cantilever has an equivalent spring constant

, ôF(x = LJ,O)k":- ' ' ' ' with the exception that its is considered time-independent as well (for'õz

this model). When the probe operates in contact mode, Æ" is taken as a positive quantity.

However when the probe is used in non-contact mode, as done in EFM, the force gradient

due to electrostatic forces produces a negative value of Ær. This can be seen by observing

the behaviour of conductors due to electrostatic forces; the probe tip is more attracted to

X---|
k,
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the surface the closer it approaches it. The effect of the term Æ" is to modifz the spring

constant of the rectangular point loaded cantilever (see Equation 40), k", as follows:

k*=k"+k,.

In this section, we investigate the effect of this spring "softening effect" on the

eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the cantilever. No discussion is made on the static

deflection model, but the same technique rnay be used, as performed in the previous

sections, to derive the static deflection. In addition, the force distribution can be similarly

handled as in the non-spring loaded case since the derivations are similar. This model is

important for determining the degree of change made to the shape of the eigenfunction

when a force gradient occurs at the cantilever tip.

2.7.1 Spring Loaded Cantilever Analysis

The PDE for the system is that same as that in Equation 8 except for the boundary

conditions. Here the boundary conditions are modified to:

Er#-k,z(r)=s (Shearforce: springforce) . (55)

Performing separation of variables on the PDE, we get the same ODE of the spatial

variable as in Equation 12 except the boundary conditions are now:

(s4)

x''(r)=h*Ø).

The general solution is of the same form as Equation 13, but when

conditions are applied the following transcendental equation is obtained:

3k/"'"" lcos ¡cL sinh ¡cL - cosh rcLsin d)=t+ cos ¡cL cosh ¡cL .

(¿)'t "'

(s6)

the boundary

28
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The eigenvalues of the PDE is a function of the values of k,/k".

are the solutions to Equation 57, were calculated nurnerically

and are tabulated in Table 1.

The eigenvalues, which

for different values of Æ,

modes are very insensitive to the spring

first mode shows significant change in

is increased. The amount of change in

eigenfunction also changes. Figure 17

The data in the table shows that higher order

loading at the of the cantilever. Only the

eigenvalues as the spring constant magnitude

eigenvalue is representative of how much the

shows the degree of change in the eigenfunction as a functio ^ k /,n o, /k,.

Table 1: Numerically calculated eigenvalues for different loading springs

k;/k.

Mode ': -10' , -1i , '-0.5 .' ,' '-0,1 , ,.0.01 0 O.O1 0.1 1 ,',.'10

1 q

!,!.19?9.7..

7_:79.5_2_6_!

10_:,e:7.33"4

14.12664

_0- ¡ t,Q8-1"5p_5

. ..!:9.6 5 4? .. 1.....!"., 9"2"e_97

7-,p199"91 : 7,Q-5_1 q99

10.99329 i 10.99441-*-..."".-*---i---
14.13611 | 14.13664

ii

1,9?7.9-9.9^¡ !,929Þ9Q i 1,87.51 9f j 1, q/-9ç-3-Z j :1,"e-! qfl ? i 2 :21 3!g.s_
'jÌi

í.9,e_119! :!,a,ts"q-8-9i i f,g_940,9:1 jl,g-e""+"qg:1 jf,ggq-e-g"q: 4,7?p1

7 Bs41gg'.1 :g;F1-o_eg ; 1gga7_sz i 
z,qqql g ¡ Z,_B-s-qg-ZI : Z_,e_QqgZi

10.99532 I tO.SSSSZ i tO.SSSS¿í | 10.99556 i 10.99577: tO.eeZA

14.13706 | 14.13716 | 14.137168:14.13718 | 14.13728i t+ßAZS

p-,1"q7999_

-5-,99:ll:!e-
7,9'18961

11,01848

14i47A8

2

4

t

6 1].?7".?s-7.,

2_0_:41684

23.55966

1]'._2!8 .1 .B ; l! ,z7p!!
20142 i20:42-018

23.56172 i 23.56183

17.2787 i 17.27875: 17.278760 i 17.27877 | 17.27882 | 17.27934

.?Q,!29":?? ,?9,!:_29:3Þ i17:z7gl -6-p 
1f _0_,!203_6 ¡20_:!2_0:p9 !29,1:2-o_7..1.

23.56192 i 23.56194 | 23.561945 i 23.561 95 i Zt.SAßl . 23.56217

17,2P!6-

29,!z?p9
23.56424

7
o
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Figure 17: Eigenfunctions with different kslkc ratios

This information indicates that if the ratio of k" over Æ" is very small (either positive or

negative), then we can assume that the shape of the eigenfunctions are, in effect, not

changed fiom the non-spring loaded case.

Knowing the new eigenfunctions, we may perform eigenfunction expansion on the

appropriate forcing function we are interested in. This procedure is the same as before,

except now the eigenfunctionX,,(x) is slightly perturbed.

1.2
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2.8 Sammøry

In this chapter we have introduced many of the concepts behind the mathematical

modeling of the static and dynamic deflection of a cantilever. The static deflection is in

fact a special case of the dynamic deflection with the frequency at DC. The Point

Loaded Cantilever is the simplest model of the probe, however a more complex model,

the Non-unformly Loaded Cantilever, was presented that incorporates distributed forces

along the length of the beam. These distributed forces have been shown to be handled in

a straight forward way on a per mode basis. Finally, we have shown a model that handles

a force gradient atthe very end of the cantilever and the effects of this on the eigenvalues

and eigenfunctions of the cantilever vibration.
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Chapter 3: Muki-Conductor Electrostøtic-Mechønicøl CøntíIever Model

3.1 Overview

As explained briefly in the introduction, the problem to be solved is the deflection of the

EFM probe as a function of the tirne varying voltages applied to the conductors within

the inrmediate vicinity of the probe. With this, a map of the surface potential V,(x,y) can

obtained as shown in Figure 18.

v,Q)

v"(r,y)

Figure 18: The EFM Probe System

The device under measurement is typically an integrated circuit with conductive metal

traces carrying the time varying signals. Likewise the probe itself is constructed from

silicon, which is coated by ditungsten carbide (WzC; giving it conductive properties.

With this information and the fact that the EFM probe is also suspended in air, we

analyze the system as a collection of Perfect Electric Conductors (PEC) in free space.

This model is shown in Figure 19.
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þ(r e S)=Yo

lr,, f-''*r, F(¡)

6- s,, \\-_;lrrl

,-r-íí-ì\rt,
t. ^sr .l

o1"\"1otol

Figure 19: The model of the EFM system

When there are multiple charged conductors in a system, there is an electrostatic

interaction between each and every conductor. This chapter primarily deals with the

derivations and analysis of a multi-conductor system, more specifically the capacitance

between conductors and the forces between each conductor. The reason why this is

important is so that the forces between the conductors can be appropriately applied to the

mechanical equations of the cantilever.

The problem is solved as a Laplacian Electrostatic boundary value problem:

v'6V)=s, (s 8)

where the boundary conditions are the potentials/voltages 6þ) onthe conductors in the

system. The total charge on each conductor can be obtained by:

Qo = !n?)a, ,
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where p(r) isthe charge density. Figure 20 shows the model for the capacitance

between the conductors.

Figure 20: Multi-conductor system

Using the definition of capacitance, the relationship between charge and voltages is:

lQol:lc',0[r,oJ , (60)

where C,, =ZCio and C, = -C'- for i + j . However, we want to determine the force
k=l

fl(t) on each conductor. One important result is that it is possible to separate the total

force on each conductor to sum of forces which is contributed by each conductor in the

system (a total of 1/ conductors in the system).

+

N

FoQ)=ZF,rG)
j=l

(61)

Each force component F,o, is associated the coupling capacitance C¡r,in the capacitance

matrix. Although forces between charged conductors are simply determined by

^ÀJ+
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Coulomb's Law, one of the goals in this chapter is to formulate an expression for force

such that it is a function of voltage of each conductor. For example:

(62)

This allows us to solve the same system (same position of the conductors) with any

desired applied voltages on the conductors, with only having to solve the system of

equations once. Furthermore, we can then assume a time harmonic voltage on the

conductors and properly extract the time-harmonic forces within the system.

In addition, this chapter explains how the electrostatic system and the mechanical system

are to be coupled together. This involves properly conditioning the force data and using

this information in the mechanical equations. No numerical results for the cantilever will

be given in this chapter since it deals with the theory only. Numerical results will be

presented in later chapters.

3.2 Generul Theory

It can be readily shown that energy stored in a system of charges is given as [19]:

w =|lnto, =;E 
J.pQ)roa,

(63)

In a multi-conductor system consisting of PEC as considered in this chapter, the voltage

Z¿ is constant on each conductor. Therefore it can be factored out of the integral and

Equation 63 can be written as (using Equation 59 and Equation 60)

, =+feovr =+Ë[Ë c'or,,f,o= +Ël,rr,o *fc,V, -,r)],rL k=t L k=tL.i=t _) . *=tL j=t J
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By taking the gradient in a particular direction, we can obtain an expression for the force

on conductor m ll5l.

Fu, = -V ,,14/ (þr an ísolated system with fixed charges)

Fu, =Y ,,W (-for a system with fixed potentials)
(6s)

The notation V,,, is used to stress the fact that the gradient is taken in the direction of the

movement of conductor ø. In the case of EFM, energy is supplied to the system thus

maintaining the specified potentials, V¡. The force in the z direction, for example, would

be obtained by taking the partial derivative in the z direction.

*^AWk .a--tnr o- 
^ 

,
oz

(66)

where only conductor m is moved in the z direction. We call the above the Energy

Argument Method of calculating the force in a system. Taking the gradient of Equation

64, we have:

F,,,Q)'2 =

(67)

The second form of Equation 67 suggests that if we want to find the forces between

conductors as a function of V¡, then we need to know the derivatives of the capacitance

matrix values. There are two major disadvantages to the Energy Argument Method of

calculating the force. First, we want to obtain a distributed force function F(r) on the

conductor, not the total force on the conductor {. In the energy method, the force

obtained is only a single scalar in the direction of the chosen gradient. Secondly,

*{+äl' r rt/ o Q) * i', rV, Q) -' r cl)f' r dÙ

I I $^r-,r, -.r'ull
= +*1Ll' rr' ; ç).,åÍ,- (r',(') - vr(r )I ll

tL k+N ll
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performing a derivative of the capacitance introduces numerical error. The trivial method

to obtain the capacitance derivative is to calculate the capacitance for one arrangement of

conductors, then perturb the position of one of the conductors in the direction of the

gradient and recalculate the new capacitance. Knowing the change in capacitance and the

change in position, the capacitance gradient is approximated as:

ôc _ c2-c1
 -uz ¿2- zl

(68)

(6e)

To numerically calculate the capacitance at two arangements of conductors is quite

computationally expensive since it requires the solution of the matrix equations for each

arrangement. The error introduced from the numerical derivative is small if we choose

an appropriately small perturbation and the point at which the derivative is obtained. The

errorterm is O(22) at (22+z)/2.

As indicated by Equation 61, the total force on each conductor arises from the

contribution of each conductor in the system. Similar to the capacitance matrix, we show

that we can express the partial forces in matrix form. From Equation 64, we can write it

in a more condensed matrix form:

- = +*l>r,r,l,r = Tl,rl' þLn,l

Then the total force on conductor m becomes:

F,,=Y.,w=v,,,(+lvrrþ;nn,ù=lrrl,l)r,,,r|]v,l (70)

Hence we define theforce matrix as:

3t
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(7 1)

will be flo = However, we still have the force acting on the entire conductor as2ôz

if it were a rigid structure. In order to overcome this shortcoming, the second method of

calculating force is used: The Coulomb Method as discussed next.

Another method to calculate the forces on the conductors is to directly make use of

Coulomb's Law. Once Laplace's Equation is solved to obtain p(r), the forces are

calculated using the following equation:

I f',
It:l_
lt;,

ent i

]=

rdigrad

l¡'

take the c

--{, 1

'l- 
l= lIo,,,rL,-f;rl LL

direction, then each entry intheforce matrixif we

I ôC"

For example,

F(¡)= e.?)ffia,a,

p=lr _r,l â, =

Iorll*'l (72)

(73)

Coulomb's Method of calculating force has the advantage of generating a vector f,reld so

that the force density magnitude and direction are known on the surface of the conductors

at each point, giving FoQ) asrequired. However, the main disadvantage is that Equation

72 isnot written as a function of V¡ (potential on each conductor) whereas in the Energy

Argument Method it is (see Equation 67). Therefore, the goal is to combine both

methods so that we obtain an expression for force that is a function of V¡, yet it is derived

directly from the charge distribution in the system. For now, we will assume that the
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charges p(r) ut" known everywhere. However, in Chapter 4 it will be shown how the

charges are obtained from the original arrangement of conductors.

In the next section we describe how to obtain aforce matrix similar to that of Equation 71

but instead is a function of space and is derived directly from the charges in the system

using the Coulomb Method approach.

3.3 Formulation of the Force Mutrix

The goal here is to use Coulomb's Law to formulate an expression that is a function of Vr

so that we can equate it to the corresponding tenns in the Energy Argument Method and

thus compose the appropriate force matrix. The force matrix will be an M x M where M

is the number of conductors in the system. The development in this section is a

theoretical analysis only, and it is useful to understand how this technique works.

As mentioned in Section 3.1, we consider the arrangement of multiple conductors in the

system at potentials Vr as a Laplace Boundary Value problem. The PDE describing

Laplace's equation is given in Equation 58, repeated here for convenience:

v'4þ)=0. (74)

There is a theorem that states that the following superposition principle:

Table 2: Superposition Principle 21201
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In light of this superposition principle, we solve for ó,(r) ¡" multiple independent

problems where in each case a unit voltage is applied to one conductor, and zero volts on

all others. In each of these problems the non-homogeneity lies in the boundary condition

(i.e. the potential on the conductor). Then the solution to problem with any specified

potential V¡can be written as:

M

ø(¡) =lv,ø,(r)
j=t

The charge on the surface of each conductor is related

Equation above by Gauss's law:

(7s)

to the solution to Laplace's

V D = y eE = -v ev þ(r) = p(v) . (76)

Now we define a new function called the charge shapefunction (CSF), denoted as yuQ).

This function is the charge distribution induced on conductor l, by a unit voltage applied

to conductorj. In other words ,/rù(r) is the charge distribution on conductor i due to the

electrostatic potential /r(r) solution to Laplace's equation solved earlier. This is best

demonstrated in Figure 21.
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3 Excitation
t-

W t¡\r

ø,(r) @
@@

' Multipl,
p,(r)= 0.5'ry,,(r +I.ryrrll

@
ø(,): ø,(,)* 4,Q)+ 6,þ)

Figure 21: Example of the Charge Shape Functions in a three conductor system

The CSF can also be interpreted as a basis function, where the total charges on each

conductor is composed of a linear surn of these basis functions.

M

p,(r)=Zv,þ)v, , (77)

where p,(r) it the total charge on conductor i. The CSF is dependent on the physical

affangement, and the material properties of the conductors and the surrounding space in

the system. Therefore, if the position of a conductor changes, then a new set of CSF are

required. We will assume that the CSF are known for the rest of this derivation, but in

Section 4.6 we will see how this can be obtained from the Method of Mornents. Now we

take a look at Coulomb's Law, restated here for convenience, given by

F(,) : rØ I# â, dv' = p(,) 
[ 
p(¡')G(r,r')dr' , (78)

where the second form of Equation 78 is written in a more general form that encompasses

a more complex problem space (and it is also a Ítore concise notation). More

4t
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specifically, the term ;æ is replaced by the Green's Function C(r,r'). The force on

conductor I due to the charges on conductorT is:

F,(¡) = p,þ) 
I 
p,Q)c(,,,')a, .

t'-

Therefore the total force on conductor i is:

(7e)

F,(¡)=ir,Ø=äl(är*o)vo)Íär,,r,,)r,,.)cQ,-)0,], (80)

where Equation 77 is substituted into Equation 78 and summed over each contributing

conductor. To derive the Force Matrix, we manipulate Equation 80 by swapping the

order of internal integration and summation and bringing in the outmost summation:

F,(r)=(ir,rØrrlÉÉ v,,,!,/r,,,,(r,)G(r,r,)dv=lw,r(òllvrúÉt lw,,,,(r,)c(r,r,¡orf¡r,,ll\,t=r ) ¡=t ì,i=t í lj=ttí -l )

Further manipulation yields the following:

F,(,) = lrrol'lw ,00), 
{ält, ,,,,(,,)G(, ,rla,flrr. ,,1 (8 1)

on

on

Notice that in Equation 81, the expression is a function of the applied voltages, V¡,

the conductors. The force matrix is identified as the terms that are dependent

geometry only:

lr,,rço¡1= l,/,,rØr 
{ä11r,,,,{0,)o(r,4*]l ll! r' r',, !t' r',rl 

(82)

In Equation 82, it is clear that the force matrix is dependent on the CSF, tlt,o , and the

Green's Function only. Computing the Force Matrix is best done numerically since an

analyical approach would not be very feasible even in the simplest geometries.
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Since the force on conductor i is proportional to

capacitances C,; (since the charges produce the force),

the derivative of the unprimed

then care must be taken to ensure

- tacit satisfies fu =:-=L. This,. ôz
that the force matrix also is expressed such that

transformation is stated as follows:

7 - 7,- + ¡;* ¡;'Jii-J¡i' L .)
i=l' i+i L

i;* r;,f_=- (83)

These transformation equations were derived by solving this problem using a simple

three conductor system, then generalizing the results.

A discrete version of Equation 80 has been derived to be compliant with the field solver

developed as part of this project. This equation is presented in Section 4.6 instead of here

because it requires some explanation of the how the charge shapefunctions, yr(r), are

handled numerically and incorporated into the equations.

3.4 Cøntilever Force Profile Mutrix

The information we need is the force matrix values on the conductor of interest, this

being the cantilever itself. Since we eventually want to be able to model the mechanical

vibration of this structure, it is required to compute a Force Profile Matrix. The intention

is to condition the data such that it complies with the non-uniform force model on a

cantilever.
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Figure 22: Non-uniform forces obtained from the force matrix

When the Force Matrix is computed, we obtain a force density vector on the surface of

the cantilever. In order to obtain a one dirnensional force profile along the length of the

cantilever as shown in Figure 22, it is required to reduce the 3D vector data appropriately.

For typical probing stations, the cantilever probe is mounted with a inclination of about

15o for two reasons. First it allow for better physical accessibility to the circuit test point,

and secondly it allows for the laser beam to bounce away from the vertical direction

where the microscope is typically positioned.

World Coordinaies

Local Coordinates

Figure 23: Inclination of the cantilever beam

The force along the length of the cantilever must be the vector component that is normal

to the top surface of the cantilever. However, when computing the force matrix, the

vectors are with respect to the World Coordinate System. Therefore, a transformation

b

f"(r)
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must be done to the Local Coordinate System of the cantilever. For the example in

Figure 23,we have a translation followed by a rotation transformation:

17,@,)l I t 0 0 olfcosá 0 sind o-l [¿(")l
lf,fo,lll o I o oll o r o oll¿(o)l
lïi',i l=l 0 0 r 0ll -,'"r0cosdrll";,d-il (84)

I r "] L-r. -b, -b,'lL o o o rlIr 
-]

Now we collapse the force vectors to a one dimensional function. This is done by

integrating the force distribution along the y and z direction on the entire surface of the

cantilever using

Chapter 3 : Multi-Conductor Electros tatic-Mechanical Cantilever Model

7,G)= [[fu|)a''ay' . (85)
s

This is repeated for each entry in the force rnatrix, thus producingMxMmatrix of one

dimensional force prof,rles. This data will be used in the mechanical equations as

discussed in the next section.

3.5 Coupling of Electrostøtic and Mechønicul Equøtíons

In order to obtain a mathematical description of the motions of a cantilever due to

electrostatic forces by applied voltages, it is required to couple the electrostatic field

equations with the mechanical equations. For tirne-harmonic voltages, there is a

corresponding time-harmonic change in electrostatic field strength while the cantilever is

in motion. Full coupling of the electrostatic field equations with the mechanical

equations is quite diffrcult and it would be best handled in a time domain analysis.

However, we can take advantage of the fact that the vibrations of the cantilever is very

small with respect to the total length of the cantilever. For example, a 350 ¡rm length

cantilever would have a maximum deflection of about 10 nm at its end. The ratio of
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length to deflection is 35000:1. For this reason, it is a reasonable approximation to

assume that the force on the cantilever is independent of the instantiations deflection

point.

X--->

Z=Zo-A

Figure 24: Effect of vibration on force profile

Referring to Figure 24,the force profile on the cantilever changes very little with a small

change in deflection. Therefore,

f(*)= lG)= f,(r)= "f,(r) (86)

A more rigorous and argument of this assumption is to compare the terms in the Taylor

Series expansion of the force:

f (,,,) = f (x,o). ryP, . ry;.. qt9+.
(87)

If the ratio of the second term (the linear term) to the first term is small (the constant

term), then we can confidently assume independence between the probe's instantaneous

deflection and the force on the probe. The Gradient To Force Ratio (GFR) is given by:

I 
af(x,o) ,]

GFR=L a: .J.
f l*,0)

(88)

In Chapter 6, we show that the Gradient To Force Ratio this indeed very small; less than

10r. As a result, if we obtain the forces on the cantilever due to static applied voltages

(and thus a static electric field), then these forces can be used for each deflection position.
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The computed Force Profile Matrix provides the link between the electrostatic and

mechanical equations. To illustrate this please refer to Figure 25.

Geometry
Specification

Conductor
Voltages

Figure 25: Electrostatic and Mechanical Equations coupling

3.6 MechønicøI Vibrøtion Mode Responses

If we assume that the voltage applied to the conductors are time harmonic, for example of

the form:

v, =f A,r cos(r,r, * ó,r),
C=l

then if we substitute them into Equati on 67, we get a series of square terms (f, -f ,f una

v,' .

V -r,l =li,A,,cos(ø,,r + ó,,)-lo,,"or(r,,t*/,ni . (e0)
\g=t s=l )

By ernploying trigonometric identities, the series in Equation 67 may be expanded and

simplif,red to:

F,(r)=Ët- g.orfror + þol.zv L¿ ^ 
^_k=t uz

(e1)

Here ,S¿ represents the amplitude, rtt¡ the frequency, and þ¡ the phase that results after

applying the trigonometric identities. Furthennore, N' represents the number of

resulting terms. This same operation can be extended to encompass the Force Profile

Matrix as well. The final vibration frequencies that are excited are dependent on the time

(8e)
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harmonic input voltages to the system and the mixing

electrostatic interaction between the conductors. As in

superposition of sinusoidal signals at certain frequencies and

,coslt¡.t)

çÆ)
\_/I-=-

operation performed by

Equation 91, we have

amplitudes.

the

an

Vr=Arcos(c¡rt)

r^=Iô?,V,-v,).
{Ð'1= 1,9, + $F 2@t
td'2= 1¡., - 1¡.¡.,=6

ûJ'3= (Ð1 + UJ2

û)'¿= t)r - ûiz
(rj's= ûJz + @z=2@z

uJ'6= uJ2 - 1¡2=0

A'-AtAtl2
A'z=NN12
A's=-ArAz
A'¡=-ArAz
A's=Az{zl2
A'ø=AzAzl2

V2=A2cos(ol)

Figure 26: Frequencies excited due to the F21 component in the force matrix

Vr=A

G)'r= (Ðr + UJi= Zu)t A'l=AtAl2
uJ'2= 1¡r - r¡1=0 A'z=NNl2

Figure 27: Frequencies excited due to F¡ (interaction with image)

Notice that in Figure 26, the F21 component of the force profile matrix excites six

frequencies (of which co'2 and o'6 are guaranteed to be DC values). Likewise, six

frequencies are excited for each of the other force profile matrix components. For the

self capacitance of a conductor, a different set of frequencies are excited (see Figure 27 ).

Certain combinations of excitations in a multi-conductor system may result in the same

frequency components being excited, thus their contributions are superimposed.

Tlrese signals are then modified by the transfer function, H(a), of mechanical cantilever

to produce the final vibration amplitudes of each mode. Recall that the transfer function

Frr=1ôCtt,rz
at-
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H(a) is dependent on the non-uniform loading (the force profile) by a scaling factor that

is computed by the inner product of the eigenfunction and the force profile.

Mode 1

Fp,

ûJ'r..0

Ä16

{

{

{

ur'1 .6 (mode 1 vibration frequency)

4"1 5 (mode 1 vibration amplitudes)

c,.¡'r.o (mode 2 vibraiion frequency)

4"1..6 (mode 2 vibration amplitudes)

ul'r o (mode 3 vibration frequency)

4"1..6 (mode 3 vibration amplitudes)

Figure 28: Mode vibration amplitude and frequencies

Once again, the example shown in Figure 28 is only for one conductor pair interaction,

namely Frz. This same operation is done for all conductor pair interactions, F¡ , to obtain

the fulIresponse.

3.7 Summary

In this chapter, we have derived and explained the theory used to obtain the vibration

frequency and amplitudes of the cantilever operating in a multi-conductor system. It has

been shown that the electrostatic and the mechanical equations can be linked together

using the Force Profile Matrix. This matrix requires knowledge of the Charge Shape

Functíons between conductors, which was assumed to be known. The electrostatic and
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mechanical equations are decoupled by assuming that the change in forces on the

cantilever in the range of vibration amplitudes are negligible. With this assumption, each

mode can be processed individually with the information provided by the Force Profi.le

Matrix to generate the desired vibration results.
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Chøpter 4: Electrostutic Anølysis of the EFM Probe

4.1 Overview

The goal in this chapter is to analyze a system of conductors, each with a certain applied

potentials, to obtain the charges on the surface of the conductors. In addition, we also

show how to obtain the Charge Shape Functions for the particular arrangement of

conductors. We require this information in order to compute the Force Profile Matrix as

explained in detail in Chapter 3.

The electrostatic field of a given affangement of conductors is known analytically only

for a limited set of problerns. These simple problems are typically those where the

boundary conditions can be rnapped onto a coordinate surface in an orthogonal

coordinate system. However, for practical problems such as those investigated in this

thesis, namely the cantilever probe and surrounding conductors, an analytic solution to

the electric field is not possible. Therefore we resort to numerical techniques to obtain

this information.

To simplify the problem we assume that all materials are Perfect Electric Conductors

(PEC) surrounded by free space. This assumption is reasonable because the cantilever

we are trying to rnodel is coated by a layer of ditungsten carbide (WzC) and the

transmission lines are corrposed of copper. Furthermore, the cantilever is suspended in

air. For PECs, the charges are known to be locali zed to the surface of the conductor, thus

allowing the problem to be simplified to one where we deal with surface elements instead
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of volume elements. The relationship between potentials and the charges are governed

by Poisson's Equation which is central in the method used in this chapter. Solving the

integral from of Poisson's Equation is performed using a mathematical technique called

the Method of Moments.

4.2 Poisson's Integrøl Equution

In this thesis, high frequency EFM (- 30 GHz) is considered, therefore we need to

investigate the implications of these high frequency electromagnetic signals, and how it

will effect our analysis. At 30 GHz, the wavelength of the electromagnetic signal in free

space is:

^cc7,.= =
f *o 30GHz

(e2)

We can assume a quasi-static approximation of the charges on the probe for dimensions

')/
less than 'u^%n=l mm. Since the probe analyzed in this these has a beam length of 350

¡rm, it falls in this regirne and thus we can analyze the problem without considering phase

change in charges on the conductor.

From Maxwell's Equations [19] , we can easily derive an expression that relates

potential f,reld to fixed charges in space. Starting with Gauss's Law:

V'D=Y.eÉ=p,,

and with the relationship between electric field and potential:

-vq=E'

Combining the two we get:

(e3)
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-Y'e(vq)= p,.

If the medium is homogenous, isotropic, and linear then we

expression as

V' .q = -o/, ,

which is the differential form of Poisson's Equation. This equation can be also written in

integral form as:

(es)

may rewrite the above

(e6)

(e7)

Equation 97 is called an Integral Equation [19] because the unknowns of the equations,

namely the charges p, are found within the integral and the knowns, /, are outside the

integral. Integral equations are, in general, very difficult to solve except in the very

simple cases. One method that can be used to obtain a solution to an integral equation is

to use The Method of Moments (MoM) [20]. This rnethod is discussed in detail in the

following section.

4.3 MoM Theory ønd Derivøtion

V/hen we have a equation of the following form,

Lf=9, (e8)

where Z is the linear operator,fis the unknown function, and g are the known sources, we

can obtain a solution using the Method of Moments. In the case of Poisson's Equation,

the variables correspond to:
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r=!!ffia,,
f = p(r')
s=aQ)

(ee)

However, we are going to discuss the theory of the Method of Moments in the general

case, as in the form of Equation 98. One of the requirements for the operatorZ for the

Method of Moments to work is that the operator must satisfu the following properties:

a) Self-adjoint

b) Positive Def,rnite

The reason why these properties are required is so that we can guarantee that there will be

a unique solution to the original problem. The operator in Poisson's Equation can be

shown to satisff these properties 1201. The first step in the Method of Mornents to

expand the unknownf, as a linear sum of basis functions:

where a¡ àre the unknown coeff,rcients, and Y, are the chosen basis functions. The

choice of basis functions is important for obtaining a solution that converges toward the

desired solution. If 1/ is frnite, then Equation 100 rnay be exact or approximate

depending on the choice of V, . It is better if we choose a set of basis functions that has

a similar "shape" to the actual function as will be discussed later. The next step is to

substitute the expanded function into the original equation to obtain:

'f =la'Y"
i=l

Lla,Y, = g .

Due to the linear properfy of the operator L, we can interchange the order of the

summation and the operator. With this, we have:

(100)
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la,LY, = g .

f o, ¡t*, Ç ,dt = ls (,at , i = t,M .

l=lL,L

(r02)

In Equation 702, we see that have one equation with // unknowns. In order to solve the

system, we must produce a set of equations such that we have at least y'/ equations. We

may produce equations by performing the inner product of Equation 102 with a chosen

set of testing functions, |. Thus we have:

(103)

Conceptually, the inner product gives a measure of the degree of which the reference

function is a component of the testing function. This is the reason why it is called the

Method of Moments since it is a similar operation to f,rnding the mechanical moments of

an object. In Equation 103, it is now clear the we have a total of M equations and l/

unknowns. Typically, M is chosen to be equal to iy' so that we have an equal number of

equations and unknowns. However, if there are more equations than unknowns, a least

squares error procedure may be employed to provide an adequate single solution.

Although this method does not restrict the type of testing functions that are to be used, an

appropriate choice of basis functions based on the problem can allow for better

convergence. Two common methods are Point Matching (Collocation) and Galerkin's

Method. In the latter method, the testing function is chosen to be the same as the basis

function, i.e. ( =y . This method can be shown to be the same as trying to minirnize

the energy in the solution. The former method, Point Matching, is a method where the
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testing functions are delta functions at distinct points in the problem (Ç, = õ,). Therefore,

we get:

From the sifting property of the dirac delta function, the above integrals will vanish and

the value at the point of the delta function is sifted out. More specifîcally,

\o,lrv,6 jdt = [s 6,a , j =r..N
i=lLL

(104)

(10s)

where rj represents the chosen test points. Point matching greatly simplifies the

problem, therefore this method has been used in the field solver developed for this thesis.

Notice that in Equation 105, the expression only needs to be evaluated ati/ distinct points

in the problem. Other choices of testing functions are also possible, but a better solution

is not necessarily guaranteed with a more complex testing function. Knowledge of the

general behaviour of the solution usually assists in the choice of testing functions.

4.4 Choice of Bøsis tunctions

The basis functions Y, need to be chosen in the Method of Moments when expanding the

unknown function. There are two basic ways to choose the basis functions. One is called

sub-domain basis functions, and the second is whole domain (or entire domain) basis

functions. We demonstrate the different choices of basis functions through example:
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Actual
Function

Pulse (Sub-domain)
Basis Function

Hat (Sub-domain)
Basis Function

lmpulse (Sub-
domain)

Basis Function

Sinusoidal (Whole
domain)

Basis Function

Figure 29: Example basis functions: sub-domain and whole domain

The examples in Figure 29 are shown for one dimensional functions, however the same

concept extends to two and three dimensions. This is by no means a complete list of

basis functions. There aÍe an infinite number of basis functions that may be chosen.

When the unknown function is expanded by any of these basis functions, an exact

solution will only be possible if the set of basis functions forms a complete set over the

entire domain. The reason why cornplex basis function are not normally chosen is

because it makes the actual solution to the problem more difficult to obtain.
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In this thesis, the field solver uses pulse sub-domain basis functions as described in [20].

However, this thesis trivially extends the formulation to a three dimensional equivalent.

The basis function can be written mathematically as:

As mentioned in Section 4.3, the Point Matching Method was used for the testing

functions. Therefore, using Point Matching, the expression that we get is:

(l on element nì-u _.,r.- -\" f0 on elemenl # n

NN

þ(r,,) =fo,,r,,,,, = 
,io, II *#=4- , m =1..N ,

z.,u= 
tlÇ#=40' = *#-c 'n't+n'

which must be evaluated for each of the N chosen points in our problem. The points r,,

are chosen to be to be in the "center" of the discretized surface. For non-symmetrical

surface elements, the center was chosen to be the first center of moment (a.k.a. the center

of gravity). Evaluating the integral in Equation 107 is not absolutely necessary for each

set of m andn since we may employ a simple simplification. For m * n, a reasonable

approximation of charge distribution can be taken as a point charge at the center of

subsection z. Therefore, we get:

(106)

(1 07)

(108)

where A,, is the area of subsection n. Notice that there is no integral in the approximated

equation allowing for simple calculation. This approximation, however, imposes

restrictions on the shape of the pulse functions, namely its aspect ratio must be near unity.

For the case where n:m) we cannot represent the subsection as a point charge because

then the expression becomes singular. As a result, we are forced to evaluate the integral

for these cases. In fact, the contribution of the surrounding surface to a point on that
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Figure 30: The patches for integration (rectangular/circular)

Given that the area of the surface elements is(ZU)' = TTru = A= r =

following formula:

J,q(o.zszogqtg)

surface is very large and needs to be handled carefully in order to minimize large

approximation errors. When n:m,we have the self-impedance (see Figure 30).

'.. 
= [lffid' " \ Iffi * o, == [[#p dp do = ;

JA
G

Since the integral that was performed to obtain Equation 110 assumed a circular surface

element, it implies that it can be used as a reasonable approximation when the aspect ratio

of the surface element is approxirnately equal to 1. In other words, to use this

approximation, the surface elements should be as square (or circular) as possible.

4.5 Solving the System of Lineør Equations

In order to solve the system of linear equations in Equation 107, we solve the system with

the assistance of a computer. Therefore it is required to express the system of equations

in a computer such that it can be solved readily. The derivation of the previous section

already demonstrated how to calculate the coefficients of the system of linear equations.

(10e)

we have the

(l 10)
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It is most convenient to express the equations in matrix form, from which common

matrix manipulation routines may be used to solve the system. In general, the matrix

equation may be written as:

lz,,,,,flq,,f= l%], (11 1)

where lZ,,,,,fis a two dimensional matrix (which we refer to as the impedance rnatrix) that

represents the equivalent of the operato, L, lq,,l is a vector of the unknown of the

equation (in our case, the charges), and þ,] is a vector of the known sources (potentials).

The elements of 12,,,,,1 have already been defined in Equation 108 and Equation 110.

Solving for the unknown vector we get

lq,,]=V,,,,,f-tlr,]' (r12)

4.6 The Chørge Shøpe Functions From MoM

As explained in Section 3.3, a discrete derivation of the Charge Shape Function (CSF)

was used in the field solver to compute the Force Matrix. The discretized version of the

CSF formulation is directly dependent on the results of the MoM as demonstrated in this

section. First, for notational convenience the inverted matrix V,,,,,1' is donated ut 1Y,,,,]

(also called the admittance matrix) thus giving lq,,f=lY,,,,flr,,f. Here is a simplified

diagram of the discretized system, which is referred to when identifying the proper terms

in the admittance matrix:
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Figure 31 : Discretization of the geometry into surface elements (notation)

In Figure 3 1, the quantity of charge on each surface element (also referred to as patches)

is identified by a superscript indicating the conductor index and a subscript indicating the

local index starting at 1 ending at .{ (the number of surface elements on conductor i).

Using this notation, the matrix equation representing the solution is expanded and we

identiff the sub-matrices that represents the contribution of each of the conductors in the

system

(113)

The variable M represents the total number of conductors and 1/ is the total number of

unknowns (the rank of the impedance rnatrix). The voltage on each patch is the same for

all patches comlron to the same conductor. Thus,
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:
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Therefore we can now simplifu Equation 113 by summing the admittance matrix entries

that are common to each conductor along each row.

The simplified matrix is now:

(1 16)

VM

To obtain the charge distribution on each conductor, the values of the of the charge vector

is multiplied by the sub-domain basis function (see Equation 106) for that surface

element:

r,: =Lvi'' .

j=l

Ni N¡ M uf ¡t, I
p r Q ) = Z, q! v ! (,-) = >>,,y; r,v ! (r)= I I I 7 i v : (r) lrr,i=l ¡=t j=t 7=r f i=r _l

7,L 1.l
vi ,]
Y,Y,1:l
v{" 

I

Iri

L*

I l,'y

l,
17i,,

[:r ]

l"l
:

lqi Itt

l,r,l

vl

(l l5)

(118)

(117)

By comparing Equation lll with Equation 77 , we identifz the charge shape function as:

wo,þ):lrfv!(,)
i=l

In effect, this result indicates that the CSF are obtained from the inverted matrix, lz,,f-' ,

produced by the solution of the Method of Moments. The major disadvantage of this

method to obtain the CSF is that it requires that the impedance matrix be inverted and

every entry of the inverted matrix known. It is much rnore efficient to solve a system of
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equations without actually inverting the matrix. However, we cannot take advantage of

this optimization here.

Knowing the CSF, it can now be used in combination with Equation 82 to obtain the

general form of the Force Matrix. The Force Profile Matrix is then a

transformation/specialization of the Force Matrix as explained in the previous chapter.

4.7 Sammøry

This chapter has presented the steps and procedures for analyzing the electrostatic

behaviour of an arbitrary multi-conductor system. By leveraging the results obtained

from the Method of Moments, it was shown how to obtain the effective charge shape

function and apply them in order to get the desired Force Profile Matrix values. Some

basic (reasonable) assumptions were made such as the conductors being PECs

surrounded by free space. Furlhermore, the charges are effectively modeled as point

charges on the surface of the conductor. The degree of accuracy obtained with the field

solver in light of all these assumptions and approximations is quite acceptable as

demonstrated in Section 5.6 where comparisons are done with Canonical Formulas.
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Chapter 5: Símulation of the EFM Probe

5.1 Purpose ønd Goøl

This chapter discusses, in detail, the software implementation of the simulator tool used

to determine capacitances, forces, force gradient, and mechanical responses of a micro-

machined cantilever. First, we begin with a overview of all the software components to

the systern, a description of each of their function, and how the software components

interact together. Next, we explain how the geometry of the cantilever and the

surrounding conductors are modeled and a description on the data structures used to keep

track of this infonnation.

The implementation of the electrostatic field equations, according to the theory derived in

the previous chapters, will be presented. This mainly deals with interpreting the

geometry information and composing a impedance matrix which is then inverted to solve

the system. From this solution it is explained what kind of post processing is done to

extract all the values of interest such as capacitance, forces, force profiles, and force

gradient in the multi-conductor system.

As part of the simulation package, a graphical 3D visualization tool was also developed

that is used for multiple functions. The design of this tool is discussed and a list of

features provided by the tool is presented. As part of the post processing of the MoM

results, it is shown how the force profile matrix data is used to generate the mechanical

response of the cantilever. Additionally, the mechanical frequency response can be
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plotted as a function of position to obtain a representation of what would actually be

measured in experiment. Validity testing of the accuracy of the simulator is done by

cornparing against canonical formulas. This gives an idea of the accuracy of the results,

and under what conditions the accuracy of the results can be improved.

By the end of this chapter, hopefully the reader will gain an appreciation for the level of

complexity of the problem, the approach taken to solve the problem, and the final results

that can be obtained with the presented methods.

5.2 Architecture

There are several components to the simulation package, each of which serve a specific

function. Please refer to the hierarchical diagram in Figure 32, showing each of the

components and their relationship(s) to each other.

"probe_spec.txt"

+ñ;;t
,/L_______l\

\

I 
eeoviewer f- E I

010101 0'

| 
'reometry-ZZ.geo"

YM
Graphical Display

""1 i

-i:
I

-_..t

...1,,1
ll,l

Force Gradient, Mechanical

Figure 32: The Hierarchical layout of the software components of the simulator

01 01 01
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There are three distinct components in the simulation package named: ProbeSim,

GeoViewer, and MechSim. Data passing between components is done primarily using

data files on the permanent storage device, as shown in Figure 32. External inputs

compose of the probe specif,rcation file, and the specification of the applied voltages on

each conductor. ProbeSim only generates raw data files as output, while GeoViewer and

MechSim are designed to produce graphical output. The following sub-sections describe,

in more detail, the design of each component along with the a discussion of why some

design decisions were made, the tradeofß presented, and how each is implernented.

5.2.1 ProbeSim

ProbeSim is a binary executable program written using the C++ programming language.

Its purpose is to generate the discretized representation of the desired geometry, solve for

the charge distribution on the surface of the conductor using the Method of Moments, and

compute the following data sets from the charge information:

. total capacitance &, capacitance matrix

. total force, force matrix, & force profile matrix

. force gradient & force gradient profile matrix
r static deflection of the cantilever
. the charge density on the surface of the conductors.

The reason why C++ was chosen as the programming language is because of the

familiarity of the language by the author, the flexibility in the data structures used to

represent the geometry and store the required information, the execution speed of the

compiled code, and compatibility with many computer platfonns. It is irnplernented as a

console application that can be complied under Windows@ and Unix/Solaris@ based

systems using gcc. Figure 33 show a hierarchical list of all the structures and classes

developed as part of ProbeSim.
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lGeometry

Conductor

Geometry

ReferenceGeometry

class

sirucl

Figure 33: The structures and classes used in ProbeSim

An object oriented approach was taken to represent the conductor geometry using

Iceometry as a base class. Basically, Conductor class is a collection of

PATCH-INFO (which contains all the data required for each discretized point of the

geometry) while the Geometry class is a collection of fceometry objects. This

approach allows the conductors in the geometry to be uniquely identified and processed

individually. Furthermore nesting of the geometries is possible allowing for very

complex scenes. Due to the importance of the lGeomet ry base class, the member

variables and member functions are given in Figure 34.

IPATõH rf\¡Fdlt-l

wF'z
F¡ryI

Tn
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char* name

int id
PATCH-INFO origin
lceometry(char-r' name)

-rceometryo
voi d Processpatches (rprocess';. p)

void Processceo(IProcess'* p)

void printrnfo(int level)
fceometryi. rìnd(char* name)

void Remove(const char'r name)

Iceometry't cloneo
int Gettrumpatcheso

voi d Settlame (char't nom)

Figure 34: The lGeometry base class member variables and functions

Operations on the geometry are all performed by extending the IProcess base class.

This base class is very simple and is shown in Figure 35.

rProcess ì

Figure 35: The IProcess base class member functions

In order to apply an operation to a geometry, the IProcêss based object is applied to

the Iceometry object by calling ÏGeometry: : processpatches O or

f Geomet ry : : P roces sceo O . This is best demonstrated by example (see Table 3).

Table 3: Demonstration of performing operation on the geometry (C++
code)
:Jl:.ri

ty,io

ri.E¡
<:
â:

iß::
,.:;lt:i

Transform tr; // rhe rprocess based obiect
Conductor'* pC = create-line(1, 10) ;tr.setrounityO;
tr.Translate(0,0,5.0);,/,/ TransTate by 5 ín z
tr.Scaje(1e-6); ,/,/ Scale to nícrons
pc->Processceo(&tr) i ,/,/ npply ít to the geonetry

In order to understand how ProbeSim goes about performing its tasks, it is beneficial to

show a block diagram of the operations that are performed by ProbeSim.
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Figure 36: High level flow chart of the operation of Probesim

From Figure 36, it indicates that each time the geometry is moved (when simulating a

scan), it is required to recompute the impedance matrix and perform an inversion. Once

the solution to the matrix is obtained, through the use of matrix inversion, the capacitance

and force information can be obtained directly. It also shows that a force gradient

calculator was also part of the design, but it turns out the force gradient information

cannot be obtained directly from the solution of MoM. As a result, this module could not

be completed and instead the force gradient is computed as a post processing operation of

the force data. This is discussed in more detail in Section 5.5.3.

The input and output files for ProbeSim are listed in the Table 4 with their associated

descriptions:
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5.2.2 GeoViewer

This Windows@ based application is developed in C++ using Microsoft@ DirectX@ API

for rendering the 3D model of the geometry. It serves as a tool for ensuring the proper

generation of the geometry, since the geometry is created by ProbeSim itself instead of a

third parfy application.

Table 4: ProbeSim input and output files and their descriptions
File lnouVOutput DescriptÍon/Purpose

param main.txt lnput specifuinq some olobal parameters
param cone.txt lnput specifications for simulatinq ihe cone tipoed orobe
param cpw.txt lnÞut specifìcations for simulaiinq the cpw tipped probe
pos.txt Output contains the position of the probe tip above the iline for each y and z

probe oosition
qeo XXX.qeo Output contains qeometry data includinq charqes and forces
cap_AA_BB.txt Output the capacitance matr¡x values at index (AA,BB) for each y and z probe

position
force AA BB.tf Output the force matrix values at index (AA,BB) for each y and z probe position

qiven the actual applied voltaqes
force_CC.txt Output the total force on conductor (CC) for each y and z probe position given

the actual applied voltaqes
fmatrix PÁ BB.txt Output the force matrix which is a function of Vi and Vk
moment AA.txt Outout the moment alono the cantilever at each oosition AA
force profile AA.txt uutput the force density along the cantilever at each position AA
force_profilejAA_kBB_CC. bin Output the force profile due to interaction between conductor AA with BB at

position CC (function of Vi, Vk)

Figure 37: Screenshot of GeoViewer in action
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GeoViewer is capable of reading the custom geometry file generated by ProbeSim. The

file contains the location of all the patches, their orientation, surface area, charge density,

and force exerted. As shown in Figure 37, the brightness of the patch represents the

magnitude of the charge density on the surface of the conductor. Patches shaded in

yellow represent negative charged surfaces, while patches shaded in white/grey represent

positive charged surfaces. Force on the surface of the conductor(s) are shown as small

line segments that point in the direction of the force, as seen on the right of Figure 37.

GeoViewer is also capable of generating the equipotential lines on any specifred cross

sectional plane as shown in Figure 38.

Figure 38: A plot of the equipotential Iines in the x-plane (left) and y-plane (right)

The charge information on each patch is obtained from the solution of the MoM. By

visually representing this information by different shades on the surface of the conductor,

we may determine if the solution has properly converged. If,, for example, an oscillation

in the charge rnagnitude is observed then it would be a strong indication that the

geometry has been "ill fonned" and the solution is most likely not correct. Likewise any
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strong oscillations in the equipotential lines would also indicate poor convergence. Thus

this tool provides a quick and effective way determining convergence of the solution.

5.2.3 MechSim

MechSim is the component responsible for the post processing of the data generated by

ProbeSim. It is developed using the Matlab programming language since it offers easy

data manipulation and presentation (in the form of plots). The Matlab routines that were

developed are capable of reading and processing all the output files from Probesim as

listed in Table 4. Figure 39 presents some common sample plots generated:
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Figure 39: Sample plots of data generated by ProbeSim

A list of selected routines provided by MechSim in
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Table 5.

Table 5: Selected Matlab routines used for calculating the mechanical response

File Descriotion/Puroose
Computes the nullinq voltaqe for each tio oosition.

ViewDynamicDeflectProfìle. m Computes the defleciion profile given the voltage excitation on each
conductor.

ComputModeResponse. m computes the nth mode response on the cantilever due to forces from
all other conductors. These forces have specific terms at certain frequencies

EiqenFunciion.m Returns the eigenfunction of the nth mode
EiqenValues.m Returns the first 5 eioenvalues of a free ended cantilever
GenMixTerms.m Generates the voltage and frequencies that are produced from interaction

between the conductors las dictated bv electrostatic eouations)
TotalResponse.m gets the total of the responses of modes I to 5 and plots il
CantileverParameters. m the cantilever material parameters and the dimensions

These routines are primarily used to processes the Force Profiles Matrix data and

generate a mechanical spectral response of the cantilever. The basic program flow of this

process is shown in Figure 40.

13



Read Cantilever Material
Parameters and Dimensions and

Conducior Voltages and
Frequencies

Generate Mixing Terms
(frequency f, and amplitude a¡)

set j:=index for cantilever conductor
set m:= mode of interest

set eigenfunction:=EigenFunctÍon(m)

set k:=0 (the conductor to
interaction with)

Read Force Profile Matrix (,k)

Compute Mode lnteraction Factor (R)

Compute Mechanical Speckal Response H(f)

mode of interesi?

ldentify mixing terms (ai,f) that are
produced by conductor j,k interaction.

Pass these through H(f) to produce a'., f-.
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Figure 40: The flow chart of the operation of the MechSim program

Further details regarding the algorithms used can be can be obtained directly from the

source files for this cornponent.

Generation of the rnixing terms is perfonned in a very general fashion. The user of the

program may Specit/ any nvmber of voltages and frequencies on each of the conductors

in the system and the output of the mixing operation according to Equation 67. An

example of the mixing operation is given in Table 6.
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Table 6: Simple example of the mixing operation in a 3 conductor
system

lnputs
Conductor lndex Voltaqe (Volts) Freouencv lHzl

tt
1 1

1 J

2 5 5

Notice that common frequencies are not lumped together when the conductor interaction

is not the same. The conductor interaction values are used to determine which Force

Profile Matrix entry to use when evaluating the effect of the voltage excitation on the

probe.

5.3 Modeling the Geometry

The method used to model the geometry is strongly dependent on the approach taken in

the Method of Moments. Recalling from Section 4.4, we obtain a system of equations

that only requires position of certain points on our geometry and an equivalent surface

area represented by those points. Therefore, the geometry discretization can be

simplified to meet the requirements of the method. This section will describe the process

Outputs
uonductor
Interaction

Voltage (Volts) Frequency (Hz)

0.0 0.5 tt

0.0 05 2
1.0 0
'1,0 4.5 6
1,0 -2.5 2

1.0 -J 4
2.0 13 0
2,0 12.5 10
2,0 -5 4
2,0 -5 o

2.0 0.5 2
l. ¡

ÀE 0
l t 4.5 f)

2.1 17
2.1 12.5 10
2.1 -15 2
2.1 1E I
2.1 4.5 b
2,2 12.5 0
')t 12.5 10
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used to generate the discretized version of the geometry and the necessary set of

heuristics used in order to ensure a reasonably accurate solution.

We begin with a specification of the geometry for the problem of interest. This

information is obtained from the knowledge of how the physical experiment is

conducted, the device under test, and the dimensions of the cantilever from the

manufacturer's datasheet (see Figure 41).

Cantilever
type

E
Min Mu

C¿ntilever
length,l+5, ¡rm

350

Cantileve¡
width, wÉ3, pm

35

Cantilever
thickness, ¡rm

0.7 t.0 1.3

Resonant
frcquency, kHz

7.0 IO t4

Force
constant, N/m

0.0r 0.03 0.08

Figure 41: Dimensions of the cantilever and support block (from MickroMasch
datasheet)

Based on the probe station specification, it is also known how the cantilever will be

positioned over the circuit test point. The cantilever is mounted at a 15" angle (see

Figure 42) with respect to the surface enabling better probe accessibility to the test point

and allowing a mirror on the probe station to be mount slightly off vertical so that a

microscope has direct visibility of the cantilever and circuit.

Figure 42: The cantilever mounted at a -15o angle with respect to the surface (not to
scale)

1.6 rvn

il

Support Block
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In the current implernentation, the 3D geometry of the cantilever and surrounding

conductors are described directly in the ProbeSim C*.| code with the "param_cone.txt"

file providing key (configurable) dimensions. In hindsight, it would have also been

useful to support a file format such as IGES so that it would be possible to use an existing

tool to model the geometry, triangulate the mesh, import the mesh into Probesim for

further processing. However, there are tradeoff with both approaches. On one hand,

generating the geometry in code allows the geometry meshing resolution to change as the

cantilever is moved over the transmission line (see Figure 43). But using a existing 3D

modeling tool allows for easy generation of well triangulated meshes.

Figure 43: Demonstration of dynamic mesh resolution generation

To construct complex geometries with ProbeSim, facilities are available that allows

primitive shapes to be constructed, transformed and joined together. The following

primitive geometries are available (see listing in Table 7):

Table 7: Primitive generating functions
Funct¡on Desciiotion

create_line(int lengthX,int lengthY) Creates a line like structure with dimensions provided by "lengthX"
and "lengthY" and ceniered around the origin in the x-y plane, with z
= 0. The structure of the line will contain one patch per unit lenqth.

create_line_custom(char . specs) Creates a line like structure with dimensions of one unit y lengih
and the x length is provided by the length of the null terminated
string. The ASCII value of that position in the string gives the
subdivision factor for that portion of the line.

create_rect_dynamic(double
xlenoth.double vlenof h double

This function creates a grid of patches defÌned by xlength and
ylength centered about the orioin. The focusX and focusY qive
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focusX,double focusY,double
thresholdArea)

position where the grid must be subdivided into subpatches whose
area is less than the threshold area parameter.

create_rect(double xLength,double
yLength,int divisions)

This function creates a rectangular grid of patches w¡th the exact
dimensions specified. The divisions parameter is the number of
divisions along the shortest dimension. The longer dimension will
be divided such that maximallv square Þatches are obtained.

create_tr¡an gle(double
anglel,double base,double
angle2,int divisions)

This function creates a triangle laying in the z=0 plane. The triangle
is specifìed using the angle-base-angle method. The origin on the
triangle is at the middle of the base. The divisions parameter gives
the number of segments the base is divided into. Angles are given
in terms of radians.

create_triangle_gradient(dou ble
anglel,double base,double
angle2,double endLength,int
nDivisions)

Similar to create_triangle except that patch sizes is adjusted such
that patches are large at the base of the triangle, and become
smaller as it approaches the opposite vertex of the triangle

create_hemisphere(dou ble
radius.int divisions)

Generates half a sphere with the specified radius. Divisions is the
number of seqments ¡n the theta direction.

create_probe_tip(int topDiameter,
int coneAngleDegrees, int
tipCu rvature, ini
tipDivisions,double. pTotalHeight)

This function creates a conical probe tip with dimensions specified
by the "topDiameter" and "totalHeight". The "tipCurvature" variable
specifìes the pointiness of the tip in te¡ms of its radius. This is
modeled as a sphere on a conical tip. The tip of the probe is located
on the origin. The probe is oriented such that its axis lines up with
the +ve Z axis.

create disk(double radius) Creates a circular disk centered at the oriqin. lvino in the z=0 olane
create_circle_2_square(dou ble
topDiameter)

This function creates a set of patches to fill in the perimeter of
a circular region of the specified diameter in order to make a square
with a side lenqth equal to the diameter

The geometry can be transformed by applying a Transform object. The Transform

object supports operation to translate, scale, and rotate the geometry. Once the geometry

is transformed, they may be joined together using the Geometry object. For example,

the following code listed in Table 8 shows how to create a sphere using the

create-hemì sphere O prirnitive function.

Table 8: Example of creating a sphere from hemisphere primitive (C++
code)

The resulting data structure

where the leaf nodes contain

containing the geornetry is

the primitive objects. This

represented as a multi-child tree

is demonstrated in Figure 44.
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Figure 44: Tree representation of the geometry. Primitives are at leaf nodes.

5.3.1 Geometry Generation Rules

When generating the geometry, it is required to follow some basic rules in order to ensure

that the solution to the MoM will converge nicely. First, it is required to try to keep the

discretized surface elements as square as possible. This stems from the fact that the

equation used for the diagonal entries in the impedance matrix (as given in Equation 110)

assumed that the surface element was circular/square and the off diagonal elements

assume point charges. The next rule of thurnb to follow is to increase the resolution of

the meshing at locations on the geometry where it is expected that the solution does not

match the chosen basis function very well. In our case, the chosen basis function is a

pulse function (uniform charge distribution on the surface element). This means that

where the charge density is rapidly changing, more discretization points are needed to

provide a better approximation to the true solution. As a follow up to this rule, the

distance between the centers of adjacent surface elements should be comparable to the

square root of the area (effective side length) of that element. In other words, it is

required to have a gradual transition of small surface areas to large surface areas. It was

found that the distance to side length ratio(DLR) should fall somewhere between 0.5 and

2 for adjacent surface elements and should never be less than 0.5 for non adjacent surface

elements.
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il- - illlr - r.llDLR=P,
"lA"

0.5<DLR<2 (1 1e)

In ProbeSim, it reports the worst case DLR each time it attempts to solve a particular

geometry configuration giving an indication if the geometry discretization is well formed.

The final rule for generating the geometry is to ensure that the total surface aÍea of the

geometry is equal to the sum of the individual surface elements representing that

geometry.

In the case where a transmission line or the cantilever beam is modeled, we can

significantly simplify the discretization because the ratio of the width to thickness is very

large. Instead of modeling the top and bottom surfaces separately, we assume that these

structures have zero thickness and only have one layer of points as shown in Figure 45.

Iy /.___ pointsÀú
  = 

-) 
Oooao.Oooo.oo.o

35pm I V

Cantilever cross-sect¡on Equivalent Model

Figure 45: Zero thickness representation of thin plates

5.4 The Impedønce Møtrix ønd the Møtrix Solution

After the geometry is properly generated and discretized, the MoM equations can be

applied to solve the presented electrostatic problem. According to Section 4.5, we

represent the system of linear equation in matrix form which we call the impedance

matrix. Furthennore, the solution is obtained from matrix inversion.
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The impedance matrix is implemented as a static memory buffer that has a maximum

number of patches of 3000. The value of each entry in the matrix is a f I oat data type

which consumes 4 byes of memory. Therefore, the static memory buffer is a total of

3000x3000x 4=36 Mbytes which is acceptable on current computers where 512 Mb of

system memory is not uncommon. A listing of the code that fills in the entries of the

impedance matrix is shown in Table 9.

Table 9: Code snippet of the impedance matrix calculation

$5
*rit
s?
1rÈ

lÐ
¿$
2i1
z:
ã3
24

?;Í

if( i==j ) i ,/,/ sane patch, then use zíí fornuTa
part->jmpedance[i]til = (n¡al)((4.0*p'i:,0.28209479)'?sqrt(patch->area));
ìf(ground-plane) { // works good for 2z < sqrt(t) as we77

double b = sqrt(patch->area),/2;
double d = fabs(2Y.patch->z);
pnrr->ì mpedance [i ] t j I += - (REAL) ( (4. 0'rpi ì,0 .28209479)'*2'i.b*

i 
(sqrt(1-+pìl4,,d',d/b/b) - sqrt(pi)'kd/2/b ) )

Ì
else if(i<j) { // oífferent patches...use the zij fornu|a

double fl¡ = patch->x - peatch->x;
doub'le dy = patch->y - ppatch->y;
doub'le d2 = patch->z - pparch->z;
double 77 = patch->z + ppatch->z;
double dx2 = ¿¡'r'¿t'
dõübie dtt = dt.ãtl
doub'l e dzZ=dz'xdzi
doub'l e factd = l-.0,i sqrt(dx2+dy2+dz2);
double factr;
'i f( Olound-plane ) factr = 1.O/sqrt(dx2+dy2+zz':,zz);
else factr = 0;

pntr->impedance[ì [j] = (REAL)(ppatch->area'.(factd - factr));
- pATr->impedanceUl [i] = (REAL)(patch->area i. (factd - factr));
l-
J

The above code

First, the factor

is based on Equations 108 and 110 with some minor modifications.

* tr factored out of the impedance matrix and is factored in after
4ne

matrix inversion. Secondly, the code takes care of the presence of a ground plane by

including the effect of an image. The inclusion of the ground plane does not increase the

rank of the matrix. Line 6 and J is a specialized 2,,,, formula that takes into account the

case where the surface element is very near the ground plane, where 2z << JÃ . This

formula is obtained from [20].
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Once the impedance matrix is complete, it is required to invert the matrix. The matrix

inversion routine used in ProbeSim was obtained from u,rvrv.netlib.org website. It is

taken from the LinAlg package and customized to remove any dependency on the

remaining LinAlg library. According the original source file, the matrix inversion is

described as follows:

The algorithm perform in place Gauss-Jordan eliminations with full pivoting. It
was adapted from my A19ol-68 "translation" (ca 19S6) of a FORTRAN code
described in Johnson, K. Jffiey, "Numerical methods in chemistry", New York,
N.Y.: Dekker, c1980, 503 pp, p.221.

This algorithrn is O(¡/'*,s) which means that every time the number of unknowns is

doubled, it takes 8 times as long to invert the matrix. Using a 1.47 GHz AMD Athlon

processor, this algorithm is capable of inverting a dense matrix of rank 3000 in about 7

minutes. In an attempt to optimize this, other algorithms were investigated. One is called

the Strassen Algorithm that was introduced in 1969 and has a complexi ty Oþr¡øe; ) frrl.

However, it was not implemented because compatible code was not directly available and

it would have been required to develop the code itself. A Matlab version of the algorithm

shows noticeable improvement over standard Gaussian Elimination for a matrix of rank

1024 (29 seconds for standard inversion, 19 seconds for Strassen inversion) .

5.5 Extrøcting Cøpucitønce, Force, ønd Force Gradient

Information such as charge, capacitance, and forces can be obtained from the inverted

impedance matrix and the specifrcation of the voltages on each of the conductors in the

system.
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5.5.1 Capacitance

The capacitance matrix is obtained by using the definition of capacitance. Furthermore,

superposition is also employed in this rnulti-conductor system to obtain each of the

entries in the capacitance matrix. To find the C',,,,, capacitance value, we set the voltage

on conductor m to 1 and the remaining conductors are set to 0 volts.

lnll= trlþl l= [r

Then from the definition of capacitance we have:

7-t -AC',u,,=î=Qr,

where the charge Q, is thesum of 
"ff 

tfr. charges

conductor z:

Qo =Zq! .

i=l

ì v=1 for patches associated

lwith .conductor m , v=0 for (120)
) all others

?

I

ò

(t2r)

of the surface elements that make up

In Equation 121, the capacitance obtained is the induced capacitance. To convert from

the induced capacitance matrix to the actual capacitance matrix is as follows:

(122)

(123)Crrr=-C',rr, m+n Cu,r,=ZC',,,,
i=l

5.5.2 Force

Force infonnation can be obtained using a capacitance derivative, but as explained in

Section 3.2 the desired method is to use Coulomb's Law. Given the voltage on each
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conductor, these values are applied to the corresponding patches and is multiplied with

the inverted impedance matrix to obtain the charges on the patches. Note that the

impedance matrix is independent of the voltages on the conductors therefore we can

solve the matrix once, and obtain the charges for different voltage excitations. Once the

charges are known at each patch in the geometry, then it's a simple procedure to find the

net force vector on a particular conductor:

Fr=fn!ät#: (r24)

More importantly, however, is the extraction of the force matrix. The equation for this is

given by Equation 82 &. I 18. The implementation of this equation is quite tricky since it

involves rnultiple nested summations. An additional layer of cornplexity arises due to the

fact that the force profile matrix is required, this being the force matrix as a function of

position along the cantilever. To handle this, each entry of the force matrix is computed

one at a time for the entire cantilever and from this the force profiles are create in

sequence. Pseudo-code for this operation is:

Table 10: Pseudo code for calculating one of the force matrix components on the
cantilever

!.\$I
ìsl
i.]BT

rirl*\

',ì.,5!i¡.6:'
:i:l

:|8,1,
.:,8i'

åo:
tl1
_4?j
,;19:

fl.

set j:=force matrix row index
aei *:=iõiaõ mãi;ii àoïum'i-ina"*

for each p1 as patch on cantilever do:
for each p2 ai patch in geometry do:'if p not equal p2 then-

set R := distance between pl- and p2
,r,,:. :,:. r lèt',fgtce, .:Ì 

=.,Ç!E 
[p-2. j d] tkl "csr[p1. ì:d].tj,l tù1:;â':eaápz .;,aiea/.(4*ii'teó101,äl'. ,;pl",force.x = dx,/n*force

Pl.force.Y = dy/n'rforce
p]..force.z = dzln*force

end if
end for

end for

InlineSof Table l0,itreferstovaluesofthe ChargeShapeFunction(CSF) array. The

CSF anay is computed directly from the admittance matrix as follows:
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Nt
/-er' - \- rzkLJ;,|',,,k = LI,'i¡ , m:I..N, k:I..M .

j=1

(12s)

Where ,^/ is the total number of patches (the number of unknowns), and M is the total

number of conductors. This equation directly coffesponds with Equation 115 derived in

Chapter 4. After one force matrix component is computed for each patch on the

cantilever, the vector field is transformed to the local coordinate system of the cantilever

and collapsed into a one dimensional transverse force component. The resulting force

profile is saved to file for later analysis.

5.5.3 Force Gradient

The force gradient in the z direction can be computed from the second derivative of the

capacitance

vF ={ I*V,-v=)=l =+l++ (v, -v.)=l = ++ 0r, -rr=)= (126)
\2 dz' ' -' ) õz\2 õz'' -' ) 2 ô2" t :/

This method would require a minimum of three capacitance values in the z direction to

compute a numerical second order derivative. Ideally, we would want to be able to

calculate the force gradient in a similar fashion to the methods used to calculate force.

Recall that using Coulomb's Law to calculate force, the numerical derivative of the

capacitance was avoided. Therefore, it was attempted to f,rnd a forrnulation that gives the

force gradient given one inverted impedance matrix. It tums out that the fonnulation

obtained is not valid for all arrangement of conductors, but was found to be valid for a

parallel plate capacitor. For completeness, the derivation is presented. The electric field

from charges in free space is given by:

E(,)= ln!)c(,,,')d,',
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where the Green's Function is:

G(r,r')= ã

4reolr - r'lt 
'

The force field is then

rNl
Flv)= plr)E(r) 

lÃ I.

(128)

(12e)

(132)

The force gradient is then

vF(r-)=vlp(F)E(r)l=lvp(,)lø(,,)+p(,)lvø(,)]. (130)

Now if we assume that lv p(r)]¡(" ) = p(r)lv E(/)] , which we find to be a bad assumption

in the general case, then we may rewrite Equation 130 as:

vF(r) = zp(r)vE(r)=zp(,)v !n?)c(,,r,)d,' = zp(,)!p(,)vc(r,r,)a,' (t3t)

v c(r,r') = # o,,, (r,r') =

ôG, AG, AG,

õx ôx ôx
ôG. 99- AG,

ôv ù, ø,
aG, 99- ôG,

ôz ôz ôz

The above expression is known as a tensor of rank 2. The fulI expression for the tensor

when the Green's function is substituted is not presented, but has been worked out in this

research. Fufthennore, the final equation for calculating the force gradient using this

formulation was implemented in ProbeSim. Upon testing the accuracy of the force

gradient calculation against known canonical formulas, it was found to be accurate for a

parallel plate capacitor but not for a sphere to sphere arrangement. Due to this limitation,

this method was abandoned.
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As a result of the above development, the method used to estimate the force gradient is a

numerical differentiation of the force data at two cantilever positions. First, all the force

information is computed for a particular position of the probe (including the force profile

matrix). Then the cantilever position is perturbed by a small amount in the z direction,

and the problem is solved again. Then the force gradient is approximated as:

aF _ F2- F1

ôz Az
(133)

The only real problem with this method is that it requires twice the computation time to

compute the force gradient then just the force or the capacitance data. The error in the

numerical differentiation can be made sufficiently small by choosing a small Lz.

However, too small of a Lz will result in large numerical resolution errors. It was found

that a good value for Lz was between 0.1 nm to 1 nm for the cantilever that was typically

modeled. It is irnportantthat the choice of discretization points in the geometry do not

change with height because it may introduce a change in force by an amount larger than

the expected force gradient.

By differentiating the Force Profile Matrix, we obtain a Force Gradient Profile Matrix.

This matrix can be used as additional information in the mechanical equations to obtain a

more accurate estimation of the mechanical frequency response of the probe.

5.6 Vølidøtion of Simaløtion via Cønonical Formuløs

Whenever a numerical technique to solve a problem is developed, it needs to be shown

how effective it is to approximate solutions to problerns with known solutions. In this
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section the capacitance, force, and

are computed:

. parallel plate capacitor

. sphere to sphere capacitor

force gradient of the following electrostatic problems

In addition, the free space capacitance of a single plate is also computed. All these

results are compared to known canonical fonnulas which gives the exact idealized values.

Convergence behaviours of the simulator is also investigated in each case.

5.6.1 Single Plate Free Space Capacitance

This sirnple structure, a single unit square plate (see Figure 46), was modeled with

various discretization levels ranging from 1 by 1 to 40 by 40:1600 patches. A good

estimate of the true capacitance of a single plate in free space is 40 pF 1201.

Figure 46: Single Plate in free space (10x10 patches). Equipotential lines on right.

Convergence is checked by increasing the number of elements to describe the plate and

observing the net change in capacitance. As shown in Table 11, the capacitance

converges as we increase the number of patches to represent the plate. This convergence

is indicated by the by the decreasing dC/dP (change in charge per change in patches)

values in the table.
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of

Patchés

Capacitance
(pF)

dc/dP

1 31.39
o 37.28 0.73625

'16 38.17 0.127143
36 39.07 0.045
100 39.80 0.01 1406
400 40.33 0.001767
900 40.50 0.00034

1 600 40.58 0.0001'14
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Table 11: Capacitance of a Unit Square (lm x lm) Plate in free space

42

10

E,t
sJb
õ

30

800

# Po¡nb

5.6.2 Parallel Plate

This well known structure has very deterministic properties. To model this structure, we

take advantage of the effect of the ground plane to produce an image of a single plate to

produce the same effect as a parallel plate. The calculation of the self-impedances in the

impedance matrix was modified to account for a nearby ground plane. This was required

in order to allow for transmission line like structures to be modeled. Given a 15 by 15 :

225 patches for the plate, it was found that increasing the plate area over the plate

separation ratio produced convergence in capacitance, force, and force gradient. A

screenshot of the parallel plate in the simulator is shown in Figure 47.

Figure 47: Model of the parallel plate. Cross section equipotential lines (right).

First, we investigate how well the simulator is able to predict the values with a unit

square capacitor at different separation distances. Normally we would expect that as the
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separation distance is increased, that there is a larger error in the simulated values due a

the deviation from the assumption that the plates are infinite planes. In Table 12, it shows

the simulated values (with the expected values in parenthesis), along with the percent

relative error.

Table 12: Unit square (lm x lm) parallel plate capacitor with 15x15 patches at
different separations.

Separation
lmefèr,sl

Capacitance (nF) Force (nN) Force Gradient (uN/m)

0.5 .00775 (.00354\ + 119 % -0.0782 (-0.0708) +10.4 o/o 0.00031 10.000283) + 9.47o/o
0.09 0.253 (0.196) + 28.6% -2.38 G2.19\ + 9.0o/o 0.053 (0.0486) +9.32o/o
0.01 1.86 (1 .77\ + 4.9o/o -181 G177\ +2.4o/o 35.6 (35.4) +0.47o/o

Equations for calculating the parallel plate capacitor are:

(- _1EA F __leA wE _ÊA"øt-rO, 'pp- tar, "'nn-¡' (134)

where d is the separation distance between the two plates. Good agreement with the

expected results is obtained when the separation distance is small. The error increases

when the separation distance increases because of the infinite parallel plate model

assumption. Next we shown the effect of the number of patches on the simulated values.

Here we keep the plates at a constant separation of 0.01 and tabulate the values in Table

13:

Table 13: Unit square parallel plate capacitor with separation of 0.01 m
# oatches Capacitance (nF) Force (nN) Force Gradient (uN/m)

1 1.79 (.7708\ =+ 0.89% 177.02 G177.08) +0.04 % 35.428 (35.416\ + 0.04o/o
o 1.803 (1.7708) + 1.82o/o 177.55 G177.08\+ 0.27o/o 35.460 (35.416)+ 0.13%

100 1.838 (1 .7708) + 3.79%o -179.7 (-177.08)+ 1.49o/o 35.628 (35.416)+ 0.60%
900 1.901 (.7708\ + 7.37Vo 1 86.6 (-1 77.08\=+ 5.40o/o 33.67 (35.41 6) + 4.93o/o

Notice the counterintuitive trend where increasing the number of patches leads to larger

elrors. This is explained from the fact the dominant terms in the impedance matrix are

the diagonals which are based on an integration on a rectangular (or circular) area. In
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effect, this basis function matches the parallel plate capacitor exactly. The off diagonals

are computed by assuming a point source basis function. Therefore, if we have only 1

patch, then the integration equation is applied giving a very good impedance matrix for

this problem. As the number of patches is increased, then this effect is suppressed.

However, if the number of patches is increased to above 
/O=:|OOOO, 

then the solution

will start converging again because the DLR will become greater than 1.

5.6.3 Sphere to Sphere

The opposite extreme of a parallel plate structure is a sphere to sphere structure. In

contrast to the parallel plate capacitor, the sphere to sphere structure has finite geometry

and no assumption is rnade on an infinite structure. Therefore, the results of this

simulation is more representative of the accuracy we would expect of the cantilever

structure modeled in this thesis. The geometry of the sphere to sphere structure is given

in Figure 48:

Figure 48: Model of the sphere-sphere capacitor. Equipotential lines on right.

The canonical equations giving the capacitance, force, and force gradient for this

structure is given as an infinite sum 122]. The following equations are for a sphere over

ground:

9t
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where

AF Zne

C = 4ner sinh(ø))csch(na) lF],
n=l

a = cosh-'I(41 = 
"o.tr- 

'( L: !) .\"i I r )'

p = zoet,{csc h(n a)lcoth a - n coth n a]}. V',
n=l

(13s)

(136)

1

i,"r"l,(nor{n'csch=na 
- csch?a 

\.r=Ã ' 
l+ n' cothna - ncothnacotha)

(r37)

, (139)W
where, r is the radius of the sphere and d is the distance from the ground plane. These

canonical formulas for the sphere over ground were found to converge very slowly and

when evaluating the expression three hundred and twenty terms of the summation were

used to obtain a sufficiently accurate result. Table 14 shows the simulated values of the

capacitance, force, and force gradient and how it compares with the expected results

obtained from the canonical fonnulas. The simulation is done on a unit radius sphere

located 0.5 m away from the ground plane.

Table 14: Sphere over ground with radius:l, distance:O.S m
# patches Lenqth (m) Caoãóitance (oF) Force (pN) Force Gradient loNim)

12 0.99 179.1 f7O.8\ + 4.9oo/o -40.86 (-35.36) +15.56% 115.8 (93.5) + 23.87o/o
64 0.44 174.4 (170.8) + 2.11% -37.30 (-35.36) +5.49% 101.2 (93.5) + 8.19o/o

222 o24 172.7 (170.8) + 1.12Vo -36.30 l-35.36) +2.680/o 97.2 @3.5) + 4.00o/o
682 U. IJO 171 .9 (170.8) + 0.63% -35.86 (-35.36) + 1.43o/o 95.55 (93.5) + 2.19o/o

Notice that the solution is nicely converging to the expected results (in parenthesis) and

the number of elements used to represent the sphere is increased. Now we measure the

values as the sphere to ground plane distance is changed. In this test, the number of

patches is kept constant at682 þatch length:0.136 rn).
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Table 15: Sphere over ground with radius:l m and 682 patches in geometry.
Distance is varied.

Distance (m) Õapacitance (pF) Force,{pN) Force Gradient loN/m)
1 150.0 (49.2\ +0.53% -13.57 (-13.42) +1.08% 20.11 (19.83) +1.42o/o

0.5 171.9 (70.8\ =+ 0.63% -35.86 (-35.36) + 1.43o/o 95.55 193.5) + 2.19o/o
0.1 242.8 (239.8\ +1.28o/o -253.7 (-243.0\ + 4.40o/o 2926 (2687) +8.88%

0.05 279.7 (274.5\ +1.88o/o -557 .1 (-51 4.6\ + 8.25o/o 13068 (1 0934) + 19.460/o

Based on the simulated results (see Table 15), the results converge toward the canonical

solution as the sphere is moved away from the ground plane. However, even with the

sphere 0.05 m away from the ground plane, reasonable results are still obtained for

capacitance and force. Notice that at 0.05 m, the patch nearest the ground plane is 0.1 m

away from its image. This is less than the patch length for the sphere (DLR<l)

suggesting that the sphere must be more finely discretized to improve the results.

5.7 Sammøry

This chapter has demonstrated the complexity of the software modules developed for this

thesis project. An overview of the components of the simulator were presented including

its function and purpose. Furthermore, details regarding the design of the software were

also given, which will allow the interested individual to better understand the full

capabilities of the software and its deficiencies. Such design documentation is useful for

anyone willing to use and extend the software at any point in the future.

Development of the software was based on sound theoretical principles discussed in the

previous chapters. As a result, the validation of the field solver against canonical

formulas showed no out of the ordinary results. Convergence occurs as the number of

elements used to describe the geometry is increased. As long as the worst case distance

to side length ratio (DLR) as explained in Equation 119 is greater than I for non-adjacent
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patches, then the capacitance, force, and force gradient will have less than l0o/o error

from the actual values.

Although the f,reld solver developed in this thesis is not as advanced as commercial

electrostatic modeling packages, it allows for fine grained control over many aspects of

the inputs and outputs to the fìeld solver. Certain geometry generation features such as

modeling the intrinsic stress in the cantilever (resulting in curvature in the beam) was

easily done in ProbeSim. Furthermore, the data structures used in ProbeSim allowed for

the force and force gradient profile matrixes to be cornputed. Such post processing

would be very difficult with the output of commercial field solver packages.

There is still a problem of determining how to compute the force gradient without

perturbing the position of the conductor and re-computing the problem. It is uncertain if

this is possible, but it hasn't been proven or disproven. Therefore, this idea is still open

for fuither research.
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Chøpter 6: Experímentøl Meøsurements ønd Numerìcul Simulstion

6.1 Overview

This chapter deals with the experimental measurements of RFICs using EFM and their

respective numerical simulations. Performance metrics between the two are compared

and discussed. In particular, the following parameters are compared: coupling between

the probe and circuit and the probe vector voltage measurement as the probe is moved in

the transverse direction to the circuit transmission line. All numerical simulations are

performed to match the conditions of the experimental measurements as close as

possible. The results of the comparisons are discussed and the appropriate explanations

given where applicable. In addition, this chapter includes numerical simulations of force

gradients, force gradient to force ratios, and force gradient to spring constant ratios. This

data is important for validating some of the assumptions used in the probe's electrostatic-

mechanical coupled equations derivation.

Although measurements of many various circuit devices were done throughout this

research, only a selected few devices are presented. Focus is primarily on a GaAs

through line device designed by Fraser Cameron in this B.Sc. thesis (March 6, 1999). A

photograph of this device is shown in Figure 49.
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J
100 ¡:m

1

Figure 49: The GaAs device under measurement

The series of three blocks on the left and right side of the device are the on-wafer probe

contact pads where input or outputs to the device rnay be connected. The center line is

the signal conductor surrounded by ground lines on both sides. There are also series of

bridges that connect the two sides of the ground conductors together. The objective is to

determine the surface voltageV(",y) and phase ú(r,y) for RF signals between 25-40

GHz. This is known as Vector Voltage Probing as introduced in Chapter 1. We are

interested in the accuracy of the measurements as well as the spatial resolution that can

be achieved with the probe.

The choice of devices to measure is quite lirnited due to the operating bandwidth of the

probe station: 25 to 40 GHz. The wavelength at that frequency is in the range of several

mm to cm. Access to interesting test structures that operate at those frequencies were not

readily available, therefore measurements were restricted to through-line devices as in

Figure 49. These devices are well known and characterizable using design equations.

For example, we may calculate the effective dielectric constant e,.*of the transmission

line device and compare this to the measured value.

v(r,v), ú(*,v)
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6.2 Experimentøl Setup

Central to the EFM experiment is the probe station. The probe station is composed of

many complex components that work together to form an instrument capable of

measuring RFICs operating between 25 to 40 GHz. The detailed block diagram in Figure

50 shows the components used to construct the probe station for the purpose of high

frequency EFM measurernents.

waveguide section

10 dB coupler

A+Kcos(o,t)

quadrant cell
photodetector

^zl,

Figure 50: The block diagram of the EFM probe station system

Referring to Figure 50, the desired quantity to be measured is the vector voltage V"lþ"at

some point along the transmission line. To accurately extract this quantity, an EFM

probing method is employed that uses a nulling technique that is described next.
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6.2.1 Vector Voltage EFM Probing Method

The first step in EFM vector voltage detection is to position the probe tip several hundred

nanometers away from the point from the sample where the unknown vector voltage is to

be measured. Next, a high frequency function generator at operating atat^, drives a

signal to the RFIC producing a circuit voltage of

Y" =V, cos(at*rt + ø") . (13e)

The same high frequency signal is also modulated at the resonant frequency of the probe,

c0,., and used as the probe signal Vo where

v, =lA + K cos(at,t)].orþnrr + ø,,). (140)

Following from the previous theory (see Equation 81), the force on the cantilever in a two

conductor system is

F,(,,)=lvor"rlll,:ë)rfrùNl:;,)

The deflection of the cantilever which is detected by the lock-in amplifier is

Fr(,,t)= f,',(r)vi + ¡,'r(r)v ov" + ¡i,Q)v"v o + ¡irQ)v!
F,(r,ù= 1,0)vì + 7,Q\v,- v"I + 7,Q)vi

(141)

n'(r)= F,(ø)a(ø). G42)

To detennine V" and þ" a deflection nulling technique is employed. If the force on the

cantilever at the resonant frequency is nulled, then there will be no deflection at that

frequency. Expanding Equation 141, we get

. (143)

Plugging in the actual expressions for Vo and V" into Equation 143 and evaluating the

terms that lead to a response at ø, gives
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The above expression assumes that o*, >> c0,- and that a^o is much greater than the

resonant frequency of the cantilever beam. We only consider the respons e at a, since

the lock-in amplifier is configured to detect only this frequency. By inspecting Equation

I44, the circuit phase can be determined by first letting A:0 and then finding two probe

phase values where the probe deflection (and thus force) is nulled.

Chapter 6 : Experimental Measurements

F,(o ,r\", = ¡,,(r),lx cos(ø, r)+ f,|)þ -v, cos(po - 6")lx cos(a,t) .

Fo(o ,,\,.,o=o = -lr7)v" cos(po - ø,)K.os(úr, r)

Then the circuit phase is then simply þ"

To find the circuit voltage V" , we first let óo = þ, to obtain:

(144)

(145)

(146)

.nuiled o,[ø'=Óo'
tÓ' = Ó'=

- 
ó0, + ó0,

2

Fo(r,r\,,,.r,=r, : {f,,(r)l + f,rþ)l¿ -v,l\K cos(a4r) .

If we assume that ft (").. fr,(i), then the circuit voltage amplitude is obtained by

adjusting A untll the probe deflection is nulled. Then we identiff v" = A. The "f,,(r)

component corresponds to the force on the probe due to its image from the ground plane.

If the ground plane is very close to the probe (i.e. several microns below the sample),

then we cannot assume that f,,(") is negligible. Here we tabulate (see Table 16) the

ratio of fr,(r) b .ft,(t) for different ground plane heights on a 4 ¡rm wide transmission

line as the DUT.
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Table 16: Force component ratio vs ground plane height
Ground Planê Heiqht (uml fylfy

500 25
250 12.5
120 5.9
tit, 3.1 3
30 1.8
15 12
6 0.75
J 0.58
1 0.45

Therefore, it is important to ensure that the effective distance of the ground plane is at

least 250 pm below the device under test to be able to accurately determine the circuit

voltage amplitude via this nulling technique.

6.2.2 Probe Station Construction Details

Photographs of the probe station is shown in Figure 51 and Figure 52.

Figure 51: The microscope and the probe station
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Figure 52: The probe station and RF generating equipment

Significant challenges arise when building a probe station to operate with a bandwidth of

25 - 40 GHz. All components of the system must be capable of supporting the desired

bandwidth without too much loss due to attenuation. High quality phase shifting,

coupling, and attenuation at this frequency can only be performed using waveguide

components.

An Agilent 88254A RF generator was used as the RF source, typically configured at 5

dBm output power at 30 GHz. This signal was then fed into a waveguide circuit and split

into two signals using a l0 dB coupler. Further rnodif,rcation to the signal is possible

using the variable phase shifters and attenuator. Perfonnance and accuracy of these

components were measured using a high frequency vector network analyzer across the

entire working bandwidth. Accuracy of the attenuator was measured to be within 3% of

the expected value, and the phase shifter on Path B has an accuracy of +7o/o. This

accuracy is acceptable, therefore no special calibration on these devices were performed.

The transmission coefficients (Szr) of the coaxial transmission lines for the RF signal

paths were all measured giving a quantitative level of performance. The attenuation of

each cable is tabulated below (see Table i7):
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Table 17z Coaxial cable attenuation
Cable Attenuation (@ 30 GHz

9" Nortel Suoolied lsilver) 1.39 dB
12'OMI 1/8" OD lsilverl 1.86 dB

36" Tensolite (blue) -4.52 dB

The function generator is used to generate a modulation signal at the resonant frequency

rrlr of the cantilever, with a user controllable AC amplitude (K) and a DC offset (A). This

signal is used to modulate the RF signal and it is also used as a reference signal for the

lock-in amplifier. Since knowing the voltage applied to the probe, %, ir essential for

accurate circuit voltage detection, a calibration curve was measured. This calibration

curve, as shown in Figure 53, corrects for the non-linearity from the mixer component,

and the gain provided by the wideband amplifier.

2000

ls00

1000

500

0

-500

-1 000

-1500

-2000

-600 -400

Figure 53: Calibration curve for the
with OC terminated load &

Ø

=ú.

€
CL

0

A (mV)

600

probe voltage, Vp: vs mixer input voltage A
RF generator set @30 GH4 5dBm

This calibration curve was obtained by adjusting the DC voltage to the mixer (variable A,

with K:0) and measuring the peak to peak voltage of the time signal on a very high
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frequency sampling scope: a Tektronix TDS 8000 with a 50 GHz sampling head. The

original calibration curve was modified to take into account the actual coax cable used in

the probe station, the fact that the probe tip is open circuit (as opposed to a 50 f)

termination used during measurement of the calibration curve) resulting in double the

voltage appearing on the tip, and converting to RMS values. The fact that the probe

voltage does not go to zero as the modulation voltage goes to zero indicates that there is a

small amount of Local Oscillator (LO) feed-through in the mixer. All vector voltage

measurement values reported in this thesis make use of the calibration curve of Figure 53.

The amplifiers in the system boost signal levels so that the signal to noise ratio is

improved. The amplifter at the output of the mixer is a MarkiMicrowave A18-44

amplifier with a +17 dB gain (at 30 GHz) with an operating frequency between 18 to 30

GHz The other amplifier, a 35 GHz Quinstar QGN-25 l5-AA has some positive gain at

30 GHz. Its S parameters were not measured because it is not very important for this

signal path.

A laser is focused on the upper reflective surface of the cantilever beam from which the

beam's deflection is detected using a quadrant cell photodetector. Using a differential

amplifier, the difference signal is generated which is proportional to the deflection of the

cantilever beam. This signal is viewed on a spectrum analyzer to view the mechanical

response of the probe. In addition, the lock-in amplifier detects the deflection magnitude

and phase of the signal at the resonant frequency of the probe. The lock-in amplifier

allows for accurate voltage nulling during the vector voltage detection technique.
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To obtain an estimate to the power transmission from the RF source to the probe tip

including all the components in the system as a whole, the following test was performed.

A feed through device was placed underneath the probe and connected directly to a

spectrum analyzer. With the probe positioned very close to the feed through device, the

detected coupling between the probe and the device was measured as a function of RF

frequency between 25 to 40 GHz.

Figure 54: Szr of the signal path to the probe

Referring to Figure 54, notice the poor transmission at around 32 GHz while transmission

at 30 GHz is quite good. These effects are primarily frorn the construction of the probe

tip support substrate, where a transition from coaxial to microstrip is formed and a large

change in impedance is seen before reaching the tip. These results simply tell us which

frequencies should be avoided when conducting the experiments. Construction of a

better probe, where 50 Q impedance transmission line is formed as close to the cantilever

tip as possible will have a more uniform transmission response.
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6.3 Probe Calibrution

First we present measuretnents on a calibration standard structurelZ3l that

following cross sectional dimensions and material characteristics shown in Figure

Figure 55: Cross section of the calibration standard structure

Conf,rguring the RF frequency to 30 GHz at 5 dBm, and the modulation frequency to 9.44

kÍfz at 0.2 V peak AC, the measured circuit voltage was obtained for different circuit

voltage levels.
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Figure 56: Measured amplitude vs V" for different input signal levels

From Figure 56, the voltage amplitude measurement has less than 10 mV accuracy with a

dynarnic range of:
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In addition, the detected voltage remains nearly linear for the entire range. The next set

of measurements is the vector voltage along the transmission line with a open circuited

load. Under these conditions, we would expect a standing wave pattern to be excited on

the transmission line.

---Phase 
- 

Measurement

- 
Amptitude . ._ Fit

2162 um

0 s00 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000

Position along transmission line (um)

Figure 57: Standing wave pattern on the calibration standard with open circuit
termination

From the data in Figure 57 , the measured SWR was found to be

1.2

o,l
@(9
I

E 0.8
(ú

o-

4 0.6
¿

.g 0.4

Ë
É, 0.2

0

SWR =V,r,u* =! = 10.
V,nin 0' I

(148)

(r4e)

We can also estimate the relative dielectric constant t,"r¡by the distance between the

nodes, which is half of the wavelength of the signal of the line.

Using the datasheetlZ3l for the calibration standard, the effective dielectric constant was

calculated tobe €,.*:5.4 to 5.6 by the relationship between the specified electrical length
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and the measured physical length. Using design equations, the effective dielectric

constant was found tobe e,,* = 5.7 using AppCAD.

The equations describing the standing wave pattern on the transmission line is given as

V = V oþ"Q 
-' ¡) 

"- 
¡¡t (" -' o) * ¡' r- a(" -, ¡) 

"i 
tt (' -' ò1,

where the following parameters are chosen to provide a best fit:

(1s0)

Vo=0.5, a=0.000075, p=
3300- 1200'

zo=2180, f=0.89. (151)

As demonstrated in this section, the vector voltage EFM measurement is capable of

measuring vector voltage and can be used to determine propagation properties of the

signal on a device.

6.4 Meøsurement of Coupling

Coupling is important for EFM measurements because it gives an indication of the

invasiveness of the probe on the test circuit. Larger capacitance between the probe tip

and the device under test will lead to larger coupling. We want to minimize the amount

of coupling to the circuit so that the normal operation of the circuit is not affected by the

probe. In this section, the coupling between the probe and the circuit is quantified by a

series of experiments and investigated though some numerical simulations.

The device under test is that of Figure 49 introduced in the beginning of this chapter.

This experiment involves frnding the coupling as a function of probe tip distance frorn the

device. The tip was positioned as shown in Figure 58.
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Figure 58: The position of the probe for the coupling measurements

The on wafer probe in the above figure was connected to a MS2668C spectrum aîalyzer.

Then with a known RF (30 GHz) voltage applied to the probe tip and the function

generator was conflgured at K:0 V and A:0.4 V. The following coupling measurements

were made:
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59: Measured Coupling for different probe tip heights

59, notice that the measured coupling doesn't change much as a

This observed behaviour is assumed to be the result of the
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capacitance between the probe support block and

relatively invariant to a few micron change in height,

this scenario is shown in Figure 60.

the circuit. This capacitance is

The equivalent circuit model for

::
Figure 60: Equivalent circuit model for the probe coupling

From the equivalent circuit model, the expression for the circuit voltage is

r/- 50 rll/"= , /n. (52)
I5U+_

joco

Solving for the probe to circuit capacitance, the following expression is obtained:

Co= (1s3)

For the above case, V, = V , = 1 .4 V as obtained from the calibration curve with the mixer

input at 0.4 V. Here we assume that Zois negligible but if there exists significant

resistive losses of the signal before reaching the probe, then we cannot ignore Z o and

resulting probe voltage would be less than 1.4V. The circuit voltage is obtained from the

spectrum analyzer reading, taking into account the loss due to the 36" cable, and

converting to RMS voltage. The resulting calculated capacitance between the probe and

the circuit is given in Figure 61.

1

;ÃÇl" lv, l
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Figure 61: Measured capacitance between probe and circuit

Next we compare this result with the simulated capacitance between the circuit and the

probe. To do this we first rnodel the problem in Probesirn given the physical dimensions

of the throughline device and the probe. When simulating the capacitance, three cases

are investigated: 1) the entire probe 2) probe without the supporting substrate, and 3)

without the cantilever and support substrate (tip only). Screenshots of these three cases

are shown inFigure 62.
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Figure 62: Screen shot of the simulated geometry

tip, beam,
and block

345
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Figure 63: Simulated Clz between probe and circuit

Referring to Figure 63, the change in capacitance between the probe and the center

transmission line is nearly all due to the presence of the tip. The capacitance due to the

supporting substrate and cantilever beam is effectively constant in this range.

The measured capacitance between the probe and circuit is, according to Figure 61, about

4.0 fF while the simulated capacitance is around 0.8 fF. This difference is most likely

due to high frequency effects on the device under test. Since the device is only about

0.9
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I =7mm in length while the wavelength of the 30 GHz signal propagating on the

transmission line is )",=4.3**(1t/ =+<to), it is required to consider phase' l/t )'

information of the signals to properly describe the vector voltage along the device.

6.5 Meusurement of Trønsverse Vector Voltage

Transverse measurement (across the transmission line) gives an indication of the spatial

resolution of the probe. The device under measurelnent is the salne as described in

Section 6.4 with the probe positioned in the same location as indicated in Figure 58.

During the experimental measurement, the location of the 10 pm transmission line was

determined using a contact mode scan of the sample. This is done by observing the

change in deflection signal as the probe is scanned across the surface. From this, the

center of the transmission line was determined and used as the reference point for all

measurements.

Using the piezo control to finely position the tip, the vector voltage of the sample was

measured using the nulling technique described in Section 6.2.I. The parameters of the

experiment were: aRF = 30 GHz at 5 dBm, K:0.2 V, and tip to sample height of 1 ¡rm.

The signal level applied to the circuit was measured to be no greater than 144 mY. The

measured results are shown in Figure 64 and Figure 65.
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Figure 65: The measured phase as a function of y position

Before these results are analyzed, we first present the results of the numerical simulation

of the deflection of the tip of the cantilever as a function of y position. The parameters

for this simulation were the same as that of the experiment, including the signal levels on
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the probe and circuit. The only unknowns in the simulation that may be different from

the experirnent is the effective ground plane distance and the Local Oscillator (LO) feed

through signal from the mixer component. For this particular simulation, the LO feed

through is not considered (although it does affect the result), and two ground plane

distances are compared.

-40 -30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40

Y Position (um)

Figure 66: The simulated deflection as a function of y position (using coupled
electrostatic-mechanical equations) with A:0

In Figure 66, the deflection is an indication of the circuit voltage at the probe point.

However, the deflection is not a true representation of what is measured using the nulling

vector voltage nulling technique. Therefore, the simulation was extended to accept a

variable parameter A which represents the nulling voltage. A plot of the voltage at which

the deflection of the cantilever is nulled at each y position is given:
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Figure 67: Simulated nulling voltage as a function of y

We can now compare the nulling voltage of Figure 67 against the measured voltage of

Figure 64. Notice the detected voltage at y:0 in both cases is below the applied circuit

voltage. The primary reason for this that the presence of the ground conductors provides

a contribution to the deflection of the cantilever for non-zero values of A (the nulling

voltage). The peak voltage measured wâS V,¡¿¡1:103 mV and the peak simulated voltage

is V,nu*2:93 mV resulting in -10% difference between to two values. This difference can

be attributed to the LO feed through signal from the mixer, the mismatch in cantilever Q

factor, and perhaps some high frequency effects. For y<0, both the measured and the

simulated plots show a larger signal than for y>0. This effect is due to the force on the

cantilever beam as it overhangs the center transmission line (for y<0). The simulator

does not take into account phase information and therefore the measured phase plot

cannot be compared.

The difference in the rate of which the voltage drops off when the tip is moved away

from the transmission line is most likely due to the high frequency effects between the
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probe and the substrate. These effects were not accounted for the in the simulations

because it was assumed that all conductors are suffounded by free space. Lower

frequency EFM measurements would have certainly provided better agreement between

measured and simulated data. }l4elallization of the probe tip was also brought into

question due to the fact that the cantilever beam shows significant transparency. Poor

metallization affects the conductivity the probe which may result in poor signal level at

the probe tip. In the phase plot, we would expect a reversal of phase when the tip is

positioned over the ground lines. Such behaviour is not observed thus is a good

indication that the above effects are coming into play.

6.6 Compørisons with ø Poìnt Load Model

In nearly all the literature on EFM and SPM, the point loaded cantilever model is used.

Therefore, this section compares the results of the point loaded model cantilever with the

distributed loaded model. In both simulations, everything is kept the same except in the

point loaded model the force profile matrix is integrated along the cantilever beam and

the resulting force is placed at the location of the tip (7.25 pm from the end of the beam).

This is illustrated in Figure 68.

Fr,6(x - L)

[[
X.... --'

Figure 68: Converting to a point loaded model

The test structure is that of Figure 58, the GaAs through-line device with the probe

scanned in the y direction. First the deflection profile is compared for both cases. We
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would expect that the greatest difference between the two would occur when there is a

signif,rcant distributed load on the cantilever. This is the case when the cantilever beam is

overhanging the center conductor for y<0, as shown in Figure 69.
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Figure 69: Deflection of the probe as a function of y with A:0 V for the Point
Loaded model and the Distributed Load model

The difference is arguable quite small even at y : -40 ¡rm. When the probe is located just

over the center transmission line, then the two methods give nearly identical results.

Now we investigate the effects of the point load model on the voltage nulling results.

Recall that the value of A is adjusted until the deflection signal is nulled for each y

position. At flrrst we would expect a similar result as in the deflection comparison, but as

Figure 70 shows, this is not the case.
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Figure 70: The Null Voltage as a function of y for the Point Model and the
Distributed Load model

A large difference between the rnethods occurs where it matters most, just above the

transmission line. Upon further investigation, it was found that that term in the force

profile matrix corresponding to the interaction between the cantilever and the ground

conductors, frr(r), has large distributed loads on the cantilever beam. Similar to the

derivation used to obtain Equation 146, we can show that the contribution of this

component on the cantilever is frr(x),1and the ratio $ largely determines the accuracyI
Jn

of the voltage nulling point. Thus, lumping the distributed force as a point force will in

effect amplify the contribution of l, while leaving f , rnostly unmodified (when the tip

E

o
E'
(u

=o

z

is located over the circuit). As a result, the ratio ! U..o-es smaller and results in
J,,

larger errors.
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Chapter 6 : Experímental Measurements

6.6.1 Fundamental Mode Only

When computing the deflection of the cantilever in the simulation, the contribution of all

the modes are considered. In all the simulations thus far, the cantilever is excited at the

resonant frequency of its fundamental mode, o, = a,n,. This sections compares the

change in results if the contribution of the higher modes are completely ignored. Because

the cantilever is excited at the fundamental frequency, it is expected that the contribution

of the higher order modes is negligible. This is proven in Figure 71.
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Figure 7l: A comparison of the resultant change in nulling voltage when only the
first mode is considered (operating at ol.esr)

The plots show identical results whether or not the higher order modes are included in the

sirnulation or not. If, however, the excitation frequency was chosen to be that of the

resonant frequency of the second mode, then it follows that the second mode response

will dominate the overall outcome of the results (and all other mode responses can be

ignored). This observation is important by allowing one to simpliSr the overall problem

by considering the strongest contributing mode.
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6.6.2 TÌp Only Point Loaded Model

In contrast to the Point Loaded model compared in the previous section, the Tip Only

Point Loaded Model eliminates the cantilever beam and the support block from the

electrostatic problem. This particular problem is of interest because it is a common

model used to investigate EFM characteristics of the probe. A screenshot of the modeled

tip is shown in Figure 72.

Figure 72: Screenshot of the tip only model

A comparison is performed between the Distributed Load Model which includes the

entire probe structure and the Point Load with only the tip rnodeled. A plot of the nulling

voltage as a function of y position is given in Figure 73.
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Figure 73: A comparison between the nulling voltage of the Point Load (tip only)
and the Distributed Load Model
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Chapter 6 : Experimental Measurements

Notice the large discrepancies between the two results. The tip only model shows a

nulling voltage larger than the actual circuit voltage. According to experiment, this is

certainly not the case since the measured circuit voltage is lower than the actual voltage.

In addition, the tip only model fails to show any significant signal level differences

between the positive y and negative y directions, as expected. As a result, this model

poorly predicts the nulling voltage values which justifies the need to include the effects of

the cantilever beam and support block.

6.7 Force Grødient Simuløtions

Experimental measurements of force gradients were not performed since it requires a

more elaborate experimental setup where the probe tip or the substrate height is

modulated at a low frequency (a few hundred Hertz) using a piezo. However, force

gradients are still investigated, to a limited extent, in the simulations. The test structure is

that of Figure 58, the GaAs through-line device. The force gradient is calculated as a

function of y position by taking a numerical derivative of the deflection data produced by

the coupled electrostatic-mechanical field equations at two probe heights in the z

direction. An alternate but more accurate approach would be to compute the force

derivative when the cantilever is bent at according to the mode of vibration of interest. In

either case, the force gradient information gives sorne insights on the improvement that is

possible on the spatial resolution of the probe. A plot of the deflection gradient vs

position is given in Figure 74.
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Figure 74: Deflection gradient of the probe

Notice that the large residual signal when the tip is moved away from the transmission

line is greatly suppressed in the force gradient signal, as indicated by a nearly null signal

beyond 15 pm frorn the center. However, the plot shows that the force gradient is not

symmetrical, falling off slower as the tip is moved in the positive y direction.

A more rigorous approach for including the force gradient into the simulations would be

to include as part of the electrostatic-mechanical analysis. This was considered and

preliminary investigations were done in this matter (see Appendix A). The electrostatic

Force Gradient Profile Matrix was computed (via a numerical derivative) but not

included into the mechanical equations.

6.8 torce Gradient to Force Røtío

In Section 3.5 it was argued that the Force Gradient to Force ratio in the expanded

Taylor series was small. Here we provide some simulations that quantify this value. The

simulation steps is as follows:

Ê
E

.9
(E

o
.9
(,
o
oo
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Chapter 6: Experimental Measurements

a) Compute the force profile on the cantilever at each position (same probe geometry

in each case)

b) Convert the force profile to a point force by integrating the force profile

c) Determine the tip deflection due to the applied force

d) Displace the cantilever by a small amount in the z direction (dz)

e) Repeat steps a, b & c to calculate the new point force and deflection

Ð Calculate the Force Gradient to Force Ratio (refer to Equation 88).

The results of the above is demonstrated in the Figure 75 andFigure 76.
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Figure 75: Force Gradient to Force Ratio @ I um tip height
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Figure 76: Force Gradient to Force Ratio at different tip heights at y:0

These simulations were performed with a probe voltage of 0.5 V peak, and a circuit

voltage of I43 mV peak resulting in a peak cantilever deflection of 9 nm at atip height of

ilrm. Only the force contribution due to the center transmission line is considered (i.e.

Frz of the force matrix). Notice that the contribution of the force gradient quickly

increases at the tip to sample distance is decreased below 1 pm. Furthermore, it quickly

diminishes when the probe tip is moved away from the transmission line as shown in

Figure 75 because of the effect of the force gradient term.

As a result of these simulations, we can safely assume that the force distribution on the

cantilever is relatively invariant to the instantaneous deflection of the tip of the probe.

6.9 Force Grødient to Spring Constønt Røtio

In Section 2.7.1, a spring loaded cantilever model was investigated. The eigenvalues of

and eigenfunctions were determined for various values of the loading spring constant to
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cantilever spring constant ratio, !. However, it was unknown in what regime atypical'k"

cantilever operated in. In this section, we determine by simulation what some values of

t-5 would be typically found in EFM experiments. The parameters for this simulation
K"

are the same as in Section 6.5. The plot of 5 u, tip position is given in Figure 77.
K.
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Figure 772 k"/k" for different values of y

The value k" was calculated to be: 0.0198 N/m and the peak values of the force gradient

was 12.5 pN/m at y:0. This resulted in a p.uf. þ = -650 x 10-6. A plor 5 u, height isk, k,

given in Figure 78.
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Figure 78: kr/k. as a function of tip to sample distance

Based on the plots of the eigenfunction for different ratios of 5 as in Figu re 17, ift-tfr,

apparent that for EFM the spring loading due to the electrostatic force gradient will not

have any significant impact on the general shape of the eigenfunctions beyond 500 nm tip

to sample distances. The result of this observation is that we can expand the PDE of the

equation of motion of the cantilever with a distributed force gradient using the

eigenfunctions shown in Figure 10. However, we would still be able to detect the shift in

resonant frequency of the cantilever.

6.10 Summøry

Building on the developments of the previous chapters, the facilities have been put in

place to produce a substantial amount of valuable quantitative results. Numerical

simulations were capable of producing all the information of interest: the capacitance

matrix, the force profile matrix, and cantilever deflection profrles. In addition, the

simulator was able to faithfully incorporate the same set of methods used in the vector
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voltage nulling technique to obtain direct comparisons with experimental results. The

experimental results were able to show, to some degree, that the simulations are correct.

However, the high frequency effects in the measurements prevented a convincing

comparison.

Further interesting simulations involving the comparisons of the Point Loaded Cantilever

model with the Distributed Loaded Cantilever model shows that the distributed model is

required in when modeling certain scenarios. Depending on the accuracy required, it is

not always safe to use a point loaded model. Ratios such as the force gradient to force

ratio was shown to be relatively small, thus validating our assumptions in the theory

section. fne þ ratio was also shown to be small which is important for incorporating
k,

the force gradient infonnation into the equation of motion of the cantilever. All these

results have advanced our understanding of the behaviour of an EFM cantilever in typical

cases. Investigating different EFM probing scenarios can be easily performed by

adjusting the parameters in ProbeSim and ModelSim to generate new customized results.
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Chøpter 7: Conclusíons ønd Future Consìdercttions

7.1 Conclusions

This thesis focused on the development of a model to characterize the behaviour of

fypical EFM probes. A better understanding of the behaviour such probes that are used to

measure RI'ICs is important for increasing the accuracy of the measured results. By

obtaining a sufficiently complex model of the probe, informative investigations may be

performed to identifz limitations and possible improvements in the EFM method.

The approach taken in this thesis to model the EFM probe, in general, involves coupling

the electrostatic equations with the mechanical equations using the formulated Force

Profile Matrix as a link between the two. One of the important factors in the model is the

presence of the cantilever beam allowing for calculation of distributed loads. This has

been shown to be more accurate than any of the degenerate probe models that were

compared against, such as the Point Loaded Model or the Tip Only Model, by direct

comparison with experimental results.

Given the development of the rigorous theory in Chapter 2,3, and 4, a substantial amount

of software was developed to simulate the EFM probe. Based on sound theoretical

formulations, the software is capable of generating a full simulation of the vector voltage

nulling values which allows for direct comparison with experimental results. V/ithout the

software, it would have been difficult if not impossible to investigate Coupled Electro-

Mechanical Equations formulation.
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A few important observations were made as presented in Chapter 6 by running very

specific simulations. For example, the small force gradient to force ratio raises

conf,rdence in some of our earlier assumptions that the force is relatively invariant with

instantaneous beam deflection. In addition, the small force gradient to spring constant

ratio gives a strong indication that the eigenfunction shapes are unchanged from the non-

force gradient case. The software has also demonstrated that simpler EFM probe models

may not always produce accurate results thus the use of simpler models should be used

with caution. Simple extensions to the software may allow for additional investigations

that have not yet been performed.

7.2 tutureConsiderøtions

It is safe to say that the theory and the methods developed in this thesis are quite complex

and that the end results are complete, giving useful and reasonable results. However,

various improvements are still possible to increase the accuracy of the solutions to the

electrostatic problem and the mechanical vibration problem. A better MoM field solver

could produce a more accurate solution of the distribution of charges on the conductors in

less time and fewer unknowns. Many commercial field solvers are capable of producing

accurate field solutions, therefore it is hard to justiff re-inventing the wheel. The real

difficulty with cornmercial field solvers is access to the necessary output data. Using the

field solver developed in this thesis, it is estimated that the accuracy of the numerical

results are between 5o/o to l0% of the actual values. This is partially offset by the level of

uncertainty in the dimensions of the geometry being modeled. Therefore it could be

argued that the accuracy of the present method is good enough for this class of problem.
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As for the equations of motion of a vibrating cantilever, the effects of the force gradients

were ignored. It is a well known factthat EFM based force gradients produce a softening

effect to the vibrating cantilever resulting shift downward in resonant frequency. The

f,rrst basic steps have been taken in this thesis to formulate an expression that takes into

account force gradients. However, still a significant amount of work would be needed to

fully incorporate it into the simulations because of the additional level of difficulty

involved with the resulting inter-coupling of the modal vibrations.

In spite of the minor limitations as discussed above, many valuable analyses can be

performed with the tools developed in this thesis in addition to those that were already

performed. Different probe designs can be investigated prior to actual manufacturing and

the effects of various circuit topographies can be explored. For example, it may be

possible to design a probe that suppresses non-essential terms in the Force Profile Matrix

to result in more accurate nulling voltage values.
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Appendix A

Appendix A: Formuløtion of the Equøtion of Motion of ø Cantilever with
ø Distributed Force Grødient

The formulation for incorporating the force gradient profiles into the equation of motion

of a cantilever beam is presented. The general equation of motion of a cantilever is:

u, # * or#. pX = F(x,r,z) lw r *l

We can expand the forcing function as a Taylor Series about z:0.

F (x, t, z)= F(x, r,0) + F' (x, r,0)z + F " (x, t,0)Ç * r "' (*, t,o)! + . . .

Approximating the forcing function using the first two terms of the series we get:

F(x,t,z)= F(x,r,0)+ F'(x,t,0)z = f(x,t)+ G(x,t)z

If we assume that the eigenfunctions are the same as the ones obtained by the

homogenous PDE equation, then the eigenfunction are given by the solutions of (see

Chapter 2):

y(+) - Ko X = 0, where o+ - af PÇ)

EI

Now we assume

,(r,r)=1x,,(r)f,,Q)
n=l

Plugging this into the PDE, we get:

ntixftr,, + paix,,r,i + pix,Ti, = p(r,t)+ G(x,r)ix,,7,,
1=l n=l n=l n=l

Given X:o) = KoX,,'.
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Elirc,,o x,,7,, + peix,T,'i + Þix,r,; = p(x,t)+ G(x,t)ix,,7,,
r=l n=l n=l n=l

usins *o ='uÎ'Ñ,, EI

,p,,1,: W].,r. *,ä* .r,i . #tx,,,t, = y
Multiplyingby X,,,and integrating (a Finite Fourier Transform)

ØL-nqL@Li 
[x,x,,,T,id, * *, [x,,x,,,7,;d* *L, 

t1,x,,x,,,7,,d,¿=l 0 Hoø n=l 0 ¡=l 0

#ä';'[c(''')x ''x "'r"dx 
= 

#'!Pç*''¡x ''d'

By applying orthogonality relations:

LT,i + #tr,, + r,f,,LT,,, 
#ärir,,'!Gç*,t)x ,,x,,,dx : 

#'!pç*,,¡x,,,d,

The above expression indicates coupling between the modes. If we focus on only the

first 5 modes, then the above expression can be written in a finite form.
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Appendix B: Plots of the Cøpacitunce Møtrix

These capacitance matrix plots were generated for the device of Figure 58 at 1 ¡rm tip to

sample distance. 1) Probe Structure 2) Center Transmission line 3) Ground Lines
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